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Executive Summary

~Is document describes extensive experiments and modeling performed during the
late 1990s at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) to characterize the
optical performance of flashlarnp-pumped, Ndglass amplifiers for the Nationsd Ignition
Facility (TUF).These analyses were undertaken to address three major aspects of
amplifier performance: gain and gain uniformity, prompt pump-induced wavetiont
distortion, and long-term thermal wavefront recovery. The experiments consisted of
performance measurements made on the NIF prototype amplifier, a four-aperture-high x
two-aperture-wide muhisegment amplifier with 40-cm-square apertures. ‘Ilk prototype
amplifier was nearly identical to the NIF amplifier design, with the same size flaSNamPS

and laser slabs, nearly the same reflector shapes, similar antireflective (AR) coatings on
the blastshields to improve pumping efficiency, and flowing gas to cool the flashlamps
and to accelerate thermal wavefront recovery after shots. The prototype amplifier was
tested as a one-, two-, and three-slab-long amplifier, so that the results could be
extrapolated to accurately predict the performance of the five- and eleven-slab-long NIF
amplifiers. Although the dimensions, internal positions, and shapes of the components in
the NIF production amplifiers will be slightly different from the prototype, these
differences were small, and our analyses suggest that only slight differences in
performance may be expected.

Table E. 1 summarizes the NIF amplifier performance requirements and our
performance predictions. It also describes the basis for each prediction as well as
implications, caveats, and recommendations.

Our experiments and modeling predict that the NIF amplifiers will meet seven of
their twelve specific optical performance requirements. These seven requirements arc
average gain coefficient, prompt pump-induced steering of the beam centroid, shot-to-
shot variations in pump-induced wavefront distortion, slab thermal dktortion, slab
thermal-distortion dritl one hour prior to shot, gas thermal dktortions, and pump-induced
depolarization. The gain predictions presented in this report are based on 3-D ray-trace
modeling of the NIF prototype amplifier. Modeling of the NIF Title-H baseline design,
which is now underway, will be described in an addendum as soon as results become
available.

To date our analysis has not verified three of the twelve requirements. These three
requirements are drift of the beam centroid due to varying temperature gradients in the
laser slabs, mounting-stress-induced wavefront distortion, and mounting-induced
depolarization. The first of these three requirements appears to present little performance
risk to the laser system and will be validated on the NIF fwst bundle. Mounting-stress-
induced wavefront dktortion and depolarization pose significant potentird risk to the laser
system, however. Measurements of mounting-stress-induced wavefront distortion and
depolarization using an engineering prototype slab holder were underway as this report
was being written. The results of these important tests were not available in time for
inclusion in this report, however.
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Our analyses show that two of the twelve optical performance requirements, as
currently written, will not be met. These two requirements are gain uniformity aod
prompt pump-induced wavefront dktortion. The measure of gain uniformity used in the
NIF requirements is the peak-to-average ratio, ~p@/<@. Our predicted value of 1.08 ~
0.02 exceeds the NIF maximum allowed value of 1.05, when the flashlamps are fired at
20V0of their single-shot explosion energy. However, the predicted average gain
coefilcient was 5.23 0/0,exceeding the minimum 5 O%/cmrequirement by nearly 5°/0.
Since gain uniformity is strongly affected by amplified spontaneous emission, the
predicted peak-to-average ratio will be closer to meeting the requirement when flashlamp
energy is reduced to just meet the 5.0 ‘/o/cmrequirement. We recommend that amplifier
and propagation modeling be undertaken to evaluate this case, as well as to study
tradeoffs between gain, gain uniformity, and input-fluence shapes, and that gain and gain-
uniformi~ requirements be revised for optimized system performance.

The predicted prompt pump-induced wavefront distortion of 5.5 *1 waves peak-to-
valley (P-V) is twice as great as its maximum 2.7-wave requirement. On the other hand,
the predicted slab thermal distortion of 0.4+ 0.25 waves is less than one-third its
maximum 2.2-wave requirement. The predicted prompt and slab thermal distortions
combined (in the worst case, 5.5 + 0.4 = 5.9 waves) is -20°A greater than the sum of the
prompt and slab thermal requirements (2.7 + 2.2= 4.9 waves). The NIF’s wavefront-
correction system appears to have sufficient margin to correct for this modest increase in
overzdl dktortion. We therefore plan to submit an Engineering Change Request to
rebalance the requirements for prompt and slab thermal distortions to be consistent with
our performance predictions.

2
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Table El. Summary of NIF optical performance requirements and performance predictions.

Pmwnatar Re@wnant Pradktlon Basis Implications Cm.Wda Recommandatlon

3D my-trace coda
Modeling was

WOrage gain valldatad by
parfotnmd using modal ParfOmlance Ushlg

:Oefifclant .*
> 6(%/cm) 8.2 *0.2 (%/cm) ~MpuB Raqulrumant met AMPLAB’s pump NIF pump cavity design (now

maasuremsnti
cavity, ratherthan undetway).
NIF’s

Withlargergain varlatlons, the Input flU0nC9
SD ~y-tice ~de distribution must Lw tallorad mora strongly to

Gain uniformity
Modellng was Use ray-tmca and

mranmtar
validated by

produce a uniform output fluence distribution. For pwfonnad ualng
.1.05 4.08* 0.02

propagation modeling to

AMPLAB
example, In the Ilmk of low-output fluOnCe, the AMPLAWS pump

+.J<@
evaluate gain vs gain

Input fluence distribution must have a peak-to-
measuramonts

cwlly, mther than unlfonnhy tndaoff as lamp
Vlllm (P-V) MtiO Of El tO Produce Un~Ollll OUtPUt NIF’s
tfuance.

enqy k raduced.
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Table E.1 (cont.). Summary of NIF optical performance requirements and performance predictions.

Parametsr Requlrem8nt Prsdlctlon ❑asis Implications Cavsats Rscommendatlon

Improve prompt pump.
,, ,~ ~ncewab,e ** Induwd malel by using 30

Prompt pump-
<2.7 WWW P-V

AMPfAB
code and adding UV and IR

rompt pump Inducsd model ~mumen~ ~m sourcsa. Model AMPLAB

lducsd WZiVSfPXlt of low-order 5.5 * 1.0 Wsves P-v calibmtsd to
ktortion

See implications for slab thermal dlstcdon Mow mirror dlstorllons. Use
affec~d N flashlamP m~el fO enl”ab fse,slblitydlsbnoon AMPLAB

measurements
pumping of
diagnostic mirrors

of rsducing prompt
wavefront distortion by
using afkmtsd lamp energlsa

Prompt pump
N IS conceivable that

rompt pump Inducsd model
AMPLAB

iduced st6-8ffn9 <8 Vrad 4 Vrad calibrated to Rsqukement met
msasutuments wrs Evaluate with improved

f bsam centrold AMPLAS
affected by flashlamp mmlel for prompt distortion

msasursments
pumping of
diagnostic i311m0=

Shot-t-shot
Modify 3D code to allow

hot-t*shot variations
lamp energies to bs adJusted

Shot-tc-5h0t eneQY ,“d,”,d”al~, Model prOmpt
arlation In msasured on varktlons for

,rompt pump c 10% c 10% dtamond and X Rsqulrement met flashlamps could ba
wavefmnt distortion with

Iducsd wavefront configumtions In greater on NIF due to
random shot-m-shot lamp

Istortlon AMPIAB give
energy variations, avemglng

parallel lamp circuit ~“k ~ver ~“t,m
upper Iimn multipassed bsamllne

bumplnducsd
< 0.03% pr
slab, aperturs < 0.01%

Prompt pump
Iopdarlzation Inducsd model

Requlrsment mst None None

averagsd
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Table E.1 (cont.). Summary of NIF optical performance requirements and performance predictions.

PammOtOr Requlmment Pmdlctlon Basis Implications cav0at3 Recommendation

After 7 houm, predicted slab thermal distortion Is
<2.2 waves P-v <30% of max allowed value and <1S% %3 large as
of low-order
dbtition ** 0.4 t 0.25 waves after

Modeling gives predicted prompt pump.induced wavetront ~“allwwe ~gmmem Adjust mqulmments to

lab thermal 7 houw
I.awwr bounds, distortion. Sum of predicted prompt+ thermal

than 7 hours
1.5* o.7wavea after ‘:,:~enb

between modeling
prsdlctlons, after prompt

Istortlon
dbtortlon is 5.9 + 1.0 waves, w% greater than pump-induced distortion

after a shot (not s houm the sum of the prompt+ thermal max NmOa (2.2 + $ y~:;~e;~ action items recommended

to preclude 3 give upper bounds 2.7 = 4.S waves). if appears this Increase cm be above have been carried out

hours) accommodatedwithin the margin of the NIF
defotmabla minor.

hemlal steering c S kmd None Not applicnbla
Evaluafa experimentally on

f beam cantrold
Low risk None

ffm.t bundle

-lO%(Ofmax

lab thermal
allowed slab

Istortlon ddff
distortion) tatween 7 ~MmB

w hour ptfor to
< 10% and 8 hours after Requirement met None Verify on first bundle

hot
shot, -20% between ‘-”-en&
3 and 4 hours after
shot

AMPLAB

;ymmd add~ 0.9 + 0.4 yrad added
wavefmnt and

beam divergence 7
tern-m

aS thermal
divergence 7 me5suremwd5,

Gas dlstotilons not
hours after shot 3.3 f~m~, ~~[lng,

Istotions
hours after

measured using Verify focusabllity

shot, not to
+ f.7 prad added and propagation

chilled-gas cooling In mqukements on first bund!+

beam d~e-en= 3 rnodellng. Coollngpreclude 3
AMPLAB

houm ~mr shot hours after shot with gas I“C bdOW
ambient

Requlrament met
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1.0 Optical Performance Requirements for the NIF
Amplifiers

The NIF amplifiers must provide stilcient gain and stored energy to meet
requirements for laser energy and power while adding minimal wavefront distortion to

‘the laser beams. Accordingly, there are formal requirements for aspects of amplifier
optical performance: gain, gain uniformity, prompt pump-induced wavefiont dktortion,
long-term thermal wavefront recovery, and depolarization. These requirements flow
down from the NIF timctional requirements for beam energy, power, focusability, power
balance, pointing stability, and shot rate [1.1, 1.2, 1.3]. Propagation modeling has shuwn
that the current amplifier performance requirements are consistent with the NIF laser
meeting its perforrnrmce requirements, provided other laser components perform as
required [1.4].

1.1 Formal requirements

The current requirements for the NIF amplifiers are described in the NIF Subsystem
Design Requirements, Rev D of section 3.2.1. [1.1] These requirements are:

7
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● Average gain coeftlcient (3.2.l.l.l>The average gain coefficient at line center
shrdl be greater than 50/0/cm.The design shall not preclude future implementation of
multicolor operation at up to four separate 1or wavelengths from 1.0523 – 1.0553
microns.

● Gain uniformity (3.2.l.l.2>The beamline peak-to-average ratio for the small
signal-gain coeftlcient will be <1.05, in any aperture at the 20°/0explosion fraction
(nominal) pump rate.

● Prompt Pump-Induced Wavefront Distortion (3.2.l.l.3)-Amplitier pumping
processes shall not produce coherent pump-induced wavefront distortion that exceeds
the following values in normal multipass operation:

<0.0025 wavesklab per pass variation in optical path length across each aperture
(4 passes, peak-to-valley [P-V]) with a spatial frequency of 0.0-0.5 cycles.

<0.05 wavesklab per pass variation in optical path length across each aperture
(4 passes, P-V) with a spatial frequency of 0.5-1.5 cycles.

<0.0125 wavesklab per pass variation in optical path length across each aperture
(4 passes, P-V) with a spatial frequency of 1.5-12 cycles.

Horizontal or vertical steering of the beam centroid caused by pump-induced
distortions with a spatial frequency of less the 0.5 cycles shall be less than
8 ~rad for each aperture.



The shot-to-shot variation of the pump-induced wavefront distortion shall not
vary by more than+ 10O/O.

. Recovery from Optical Distortion Due to Slab Residual Temperature
Differences (3.2.l.l.5.1)-In less than 7 hours (not to preclude <3 hours) afler each
shot, the coherent wavefront distortion caused by a temperature difference in an
amplifier slab shall not exceed the following limits:

<0.0025 wavesklab per pass variation in optical path length across each aperture
(4 passes, P-V) with a spatial frequency of 0.0-0.5 cycles.

~0.04 Waves/slab per pass (P-V) variation in the optical path length across each
aperture with a spatial tlequency of 0.5–1.5 cycles.

<0.0125 wavesMab per pass variation in optical path length across each aperture
(4 passes, P-V) with a spatial frequency of 1.5-12 cycles.

Horizontal or vertical steering of the beam centroid caused by slab distortions
with a spatial frequency of less the 0.5 cycles shall be less than 8 Wad for
each aperture.

The wavefront distortions specified above shall not drift more than+10%/hr for a
period 1 hour prior to a shot.

. Recovery from Optical Distortion Due to Cavity Gas (3.2.l.l.5.2)-Optical
distortion is caused by refractive index and temperature variations in the gas that is
connectively heated by pump cavity parts after a shot. In less than seven hours atler
each shot, this uncorrectable beam divergence with spatial scale lengths of 2–20
cycles shall add less than 5 microradhns to the fill angle, enclosing 80°/0of the beam
energy, 1.05 ~m. The system design should not preclude achieving this requirement
in less than three hours.

Tbk additionrd uncorrectable beam divergence is the cumulative effect of
divergence from both amplifier (main and power) in a bcamline.

The beam divergence allocaticm is in addhion to all other sources of beam
divergence.

. Depolarization-Pump-Induced and Mounting-Stress-Induced (3.2.l.l.4)-The
pump-induced depolarization shall be <0.05% aperture averaged per slab.

The stress-induced depolarization shall be limbed to <0.05% aperture averaged
per slab.

8



● Wavefront Distortion Induced by Mounting Stresses (3.2.l.l.10)-The mounting
of the slab in its holder shall introduce no more than& 0.1 wave of dk.tortion. Thk
allowance is independent of fabrication allowances for the laser slab.

The rate of change of the dk.tortion shall be less than 0.2 waves/cm.

Thk distortion shall not vary more than 20’%from shot to shot.

1.2 Working requirements

The formal requirements for wavefiont distortion are complex, with specified limits over
different spatial-tlequency ranges. In practice, the NIF amplifier designers use simplified
requirements that are approximately equivalent. These are:

1. The prompt pump-induced wavefront distortion produced by a multipassed NIF
amplifier chain shrdl be less than 2.7 waves, peak-to-valley.

2. The slab thermal distortion produced by a multipsssed NIF laser chain shall be less
than 2.2 waves, peak-to-valley.

3. Both the prompt pump-induced distortion and slab thermal distortion shall be
sufficiently low order so as to be largely correctable with the NIF deformable mirror
system.

9
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2.i Pump cavity

The NIF amplifiers provide optical gain at the 1.053-pm wavelength by using
neodymium-doped, phosphate glass, rectangular laser slabs oriented at Brewster’s angle
with respect to the beam, to eliminate reflection losses. The slabs have absorbing glass
edge claddings to prevent internal parasitic laser oscillation. Each slab holder supports
four slabs, one stacked above the other. The central flashlarnp cassettes pump slabs in
both directions, while the side flashlamp cassettes with large silver reflectors pump slabs
in one direction. Glass blastshields, placed between the flashlamps and the laser slabs,
serve three purposes: (1) they prevent acoustic waves generated by the flashlamps from
propagating into the beam path and causing wavefront dktortion, (2) they provide a
contamination barrier between the flashlamp cavity and the critical slab cavity, and (3)
they form one wall of the channel used for flowing cooling gas around the flashkunps.
Figure 2.2 shows a plan view of a NIF amplitier slab column illustrating the arrangement
of the slabs, flashlarnps, blastshields, and reflectors.

The NIF arnplitler design is characterized by a number of important features. The
4.3-cm bore x 180-cm arc length flashlamps are energized by an electrical puke with a
duration of 360 US. The neodymium ions in the laser slabs are optically excited by the
flashkunp light to produce a peak gain coefficient of about 5.0%/cm, averaged through rdl
slabs in the chain. The transverse gain uniformity is determined by the distribution of
flashlamp light across the slab and by the effect of amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE). In large slabs such as the NIF’s, which measure 4.1 cm x 45.8 cm x 80.9 cm,
ASE preferentially depletes the gain near the slab’s ends because this position has the
longest path length for internal amplification [2.1,2,3, 2.4]. The peak-to-average ratio for
the gain coefficient, evaluated across the chain aperture, is= 1.08. Pump-induced
wavefront distortion can occur from disk bending produced by prompt heating of the
laser slab by flashlamp light, which is imbakinced from one side of the slab to the other.
The total prompt pump-induced wavefmnt distortion produced by the entire amplifier
chain is specified to be less than six waves, so that the distortions can be corrected with a
deformable mirror provided in each NIF laser chain.

12











3. Description of NIF Prototype Amplifier and Experiments
3.1 Description of prototype amplifier and comparison with the NIF
Title II baseline amplifier design

This section describes the NIF prototype amplifier that was built and tested in the
Amplifier Module Prototype Laboratory (AMPLAB) at LLNL during 1997–98. Because
the NIF design team used the prototype amplifier as the starting point for the NIF Title II
design described in the previous section, the two designs are very similar. Consequently,
this section emphasizes comparisons between the two designs while providing additional
details about the prototype,

Figure 3.1 shows plan views for the three-slab-long sections the NIF prototype
amplifier (AMPLAB) and the NIF Thle II baseline design. Despite their similar
appearances, the two designs have slight differences in component dimensions and
relative positions, arising from decisions to improve the Thle II design relative to the
prototype. Tlie most significant differences are described below.

t ‘“:::..I 1. ;. I

- l?!-““””M
..- +, ; 1.- .,.,.

_._._=.=...{ . . ..__. ... L . . .... .. . .. . ,. ._

t-’’’”si -, l-,

(a)NIF proto~pe amplifier(AMPLAB)

(b) NIF Title 11baselinedesisn

Figure 3.1. Plan views for three-slab-long sections of(a) the NIF prototype amplifier (AMPLAB) and
(b) the NIF Tkle 11 baseline amplifier design. Dimensions are in m m.
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Overall, the NIF Title II design is less compact than the NIF prototype amplifier. The
Title II design uses 5-mm insertion clearances between the slab cassettes and the fiarne
assembly units, while the prototype amplifier used 3-mm insertion clearances. Larger
insertion clearances reduce the risk of the slab cassette rubbing against the flame
assembly unit during insertion and allow fabrication tolerances to be relaxed to reduce
costs. The Title II design also uses 10-rum-thick blastsbields, while the prototype uses
6-mm-thick blastshields. Thicker blastshields are used in the Title II design to reduce
fracture risk, as the blastshields must hold off a pressure difference between the slab
cavity and the flashlamp cavity when turbulent gas is used to cool the flashlamps. The
Title II design uses two- and three-slab-long flame assembly units, while the prototype
design uses only one-slab-long flame assembly units. Consequently, the separation
between slab centers in the direction of the beam rdtemates between 801.75 cm and 770
cm in the Title II design, while thk separation was fixed at 774.7 cm in the prototype
amplifier. Relative to the prototype amplifier, the Title II design has a 1.8-cm greater
average separation between the flashlamps and the laser-slab center in the horizontal
dkection pe~endlcular to the beam, and a 1.1-cm greater average separation between
slabs in the direction parallel to the beam.

In the Title II design, flat silver reflectors that are coplanar with the large triangular
reflectors in the top and bottom of the pump cavity are installed in the gaps between
adjacent frame assembly units. The prototype amplifier had no such reflectors, and
presumably most of the light falling in the gaps was lost afier falling on low-reflectance
aluminum or getting trapped under the large triangular reflectors. The Title II design also
has similar although smaller gaps between slab cassettes within each frame assembly unit
that are not currently covered by reflectors, however. Overall, the total area of the holes
and slots through which light is lostis4300 cmz in the TMe II design, compared with
3720 cmz in the prototype amplifier. Gain modeling treating the pump cavity as a
hohlraum shows this difference in total hole area and gives the Title 11design a -1.6’%
greater average gain coefficient than the prototype amplifier, other factors being equal
[3.1].

In the Title II design, the flashlarnps are centered in the central and side flashlamp
arrays. In the prototype amplifier, the flashlamps are offset in the direction of the beam
by -1 cm. Centering the flashlamps eliminates the need to design and manufacture two
mirror-image variants of side flashlamp cassettes and top-hat plenums, allowing one
design to be used for each of these parts. The top-hat plenums are affected because they
provide the quick-disconnect high-voltage connections to the flashlarnp cassettes. Ray-
trace modeling shows the 1-cm shifl causes only slight effects on gain and gain
uniformity [3.2].

Whereas the slab masks in the prototype amplifier were -1/16-in.-tAick textured
stainless steel, the slab masks in the Title II design are 1-cm-tlick aluminum with
tapering to reduce slab shadowing (see Figure 3.2). The purpose of the thicker masks in
the Title II design is to reduce the risk of point-loading the corners of the slabs, a problem
that became apparent during the prototype-amplifier tests. The Title II masks are bare,
machined aluminum, while the proto~pe amplifier masks were silvered. Three-
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The flashlarnps aad pump cavities were water cooled to enable continual 13-Hz
operation. TEMOOtransverse-mode operation was obtained by placing a round aperture in
the oscillator cavity and by using diffuse reflectors in the flashkunp cavities to achieve a
uniform pumping of the laser rods. Single-frequency operation was achieved by seeding
the oscillator with the output from a diode-pumped Nd:YLF microlaser with an internal
Fabry-Perot etalon. The laser oscillator was Q-switched with a Pockels cell and an
intracavity polarizer. To ensure single-longitudinal-mode operation, a closed feedback
loop tuned the oscillator cavity Iength for minimum pulse build-up time by adjusting the
oscillator cavity length with a piezo-electric actuator on the back-mirror. A second
Pockels cell switch and polarizer combination at the output was used to reject the off-
wavelength hole burning after pulse. Table 3.2 gives measured performance parameters
and a brief description of the measurement method.

Table 3.2. Performance characteristics of the custom-made Quantel pulsed NdYLF laser.

I Perfotiancechuacteristic I Value Ih’1 easurement method or tool I

Average output energy 40 to 80 mj Calorimeter

Pukekngth 17to 25 ns Fast photodiode/osciUoscope

Beam diameter 3.6 mm at I/e’ Spiricon beam analyzer
intensity points

Beam divergence Diffraction limited Spiricon beam analyzer

Pointing stability ~ 15 pad at the Spiricon beam analyzer
output of laser

Shot-to-shot variation in - 5?4 Fast photodiode/oscilloscope
output ensrgy

Output flusnce distribution Gaussian SpWIconbesm analyzsr

Wavelength 1.053)Kn By Quantel

Beam expansion and image relaying

Referring to Figure 3.4, a series of four telescopes magnified the 3.6-mm-dlam probe
laser beam produced by the Quantel laser by a factor of 240 before the beam was double
passed through the prototype amplifier. Telescope TOwas a Newtonian telescope with 2X
magnification, which relayed an image of the probe laser beam waist to the principal
object plane (POP). Cross hairs, apertures, and retitles were inserted at the POP to aid
alignment. Telescope T1 was a Galilean telescope with 6x magnification, which relayed
the image from the POP to beamsplitter B2 as well as to the reference gain camera, GR
T2, a Galilean telescope, and T3, a Newtonian telescope, had 5.38x and 3.5x
magnification, respectively, and together relayed the image from beamsplitter B2 to
mirror M 1. Telescope T2 was on a linear translation stage so that the image plane at
bearnsplitter B2 could be relayed to mirror Ml regardless of which of the eight amplifier
apertures was being probed. Depending on the aperture, the optical path length from
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beamsplitter B2 to mirror Ml varied from 24 to 30 m. The probe beam, which had a
Gaussian intensity distribution, overfilled the 40-cm-square amplifier aperture and was
clipped at -50’Yoof the peak intensity at the middle of the edges and at -25V0 of the peak
intensity at the comers,

After passing through the prototype amplifier once, the beam was reflected by mirror
Ml and passed through the prototype amplifier a second time. Telescopes T3 and T2 de-
magnified the beam and relayed the image back to beamsplitter B2. In turn, the image at
B2 was relayed to the gain camerq GP, by diagnostic telescope DT1; to the two
interferometer cameras, cDOand @1, by diagnostic telescope DT2; and to the Hartmann
sensor, H, by diagnostic telescope DT3. Both DT1 and DT2 had unity magnification,
while telescope DT3 had 2.5x demagnification.

To avoid air breakdown, telescopes T1 and T2 were vacuum telescopes. To reduce
contributions to the camera-image signals by flashlamp light and amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) from the amplifier, a pinhole filter with a diameter of-100 times the
diffraction-limited spot size was inserted in T2. This filter limbed the spatial resolution of
the gain and wavefront measurements to -4mm in the plane of the amplifier.

Besun propagation calculations were performed with Super-Oslo to design the
aspheric lenses used in the telescopes. The calculations showed that the lenses would add
less than three waves of static distortion to the beam.

Large turning mirrors and their mounts

The four largest turning mirrors, Ml, M2, M3, and M4, deserve special attention due
to their potential for affecting probe-beam wavefront and pointing stability. Mirrors M2
and M3 were oriented at 45° with respect to horizontal, and both mirrors were affected by
gravity sag. Since mirror M2 faced upwards while M3 faced downwards, each mirror’s
sag was partially compensated for by the sag of the other. TMs compensation was
imperfect, however, as the tilt angles of M2 and M3 were orthogonal in the horizontal
plane (see Figure 3.4). Calculations showed the combined gravity sag of the two double-
passed mirrors would produce -3 waves of mostly astigmatic distortion, which accounts
for most of the measured static wavefront distortion in the LADS system. To reduce
gravity sag, 10-cm-thick substrates were used for the 45-degree mirrors, while an 8-cm-
thick substrate was used for the vertically oriented, normal-incidence mirror Ml. All four
mirror surfaces had a finishing error requirement of less than one-sixth wave dktortion
peak-to-valley, while the reflectance at the operating angles was required to be >99%’. at
1.053 ~m.

Figure 3.5 shows the mirror mount for M3. Similar rotating mounts were used to
support the other three large mirrors. The tilt angle was adjusted using a stepping motor.
The mirror mounts were bolted to linear translation stages, which in turn were bolted to
the mirror tower enclosures. The translation stages for M2 and M3 had large enough
range so that any one of the eight prototype amplifier apertures could be accessed by the
probe beam.
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Figure 3.5. Mirror mount used to support mirror M3.

The mechanical stability of the mirrors and their mounts was especially important,
since demagrrification of the beam by the telescopes caused beam pointing variations
generated by the large mirror vibrations to be 20 times larger at the gain and wavefiont
cameras. The mirror-tower enclosure, translation stages, and mirror mounts were
designed using fihite-element analysis, which showed that each mirror would meet its
requirement of adding< 2 Wad of beam steering due to random vibrations. This analysis
used driving terms estimated from vibration spectra measured in AMPLAB.

Gain cameras and images

A major objective of our amplifier development effort is to develop accurate models
for predicting the average gain coefficient and gain distributions produced by the NIF
amplifiers. Due to the similarity of the AMPLAB prototype amplifier to the NIF
amplifiers (see Sections 2 and 4), measured gain distributions could themselves serve as
predictors for NIF amplifier performance, Accordingly, we set out to measure the gain
coefilcients of the AMPLAB prototype amplifier with an accuracy and precision of *1 O/O.

This level of uncertainty in the data was judged appropriate for both deriving NIF
predictions from AMPLAB data and the benchmarking of our codes.

At the outset, the error associated with the gain coefficient distribution measurement
could be separated into two basic components: instrumental noise and beam quality. The
instrumental noise component was tractable and was in fact analyzed. The blemishes in
the optics including darnage sites on the slabs diffract the probe beam inducing what we
refer to as the beam-quality-induced error. The beam quality error varied from aperture
to aperture and was exacerbated by the pointing instability of the probe laser. To
dirnhish the beam quality error a smoothing technique was employed (see Section 4) on
the data. The beam quality error, dominated the intrinsic ins~ental emor.

The intrinsic instrumental error stems from three basic sources: (1) the stochastic
(electron well) shot noise in the camera pixels, (2) the opticrd background due t&ASE
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and flashlamp light and, (3) the amplifier gain being measured. The error engendered by
these physical measurement limits propagates through the mathematical operations for
computing the gain coefficient from several images. At the end of our instrumental error
analysis (not inchrdlng beam quality error), a simple formula for the intrinsic relative
error e in the gain coefficient was derived,

,=&J-

(3.1)

where, 8 is the shot noise component, G is the large gain, x is the measured (optical)
signal to background ratio; PASEand PFLimesignal contributions from amplitied-
spontaneous emission and flashlamp optical background signals, respectively; and IOis
the probe laser input signal. The interaction of these parameters originally dictated our
selection of LADS components criticrd to minimizing the measurement error. We
selected the pinhole in T2 and the laser energy to minimize the quantity inside the square
root in formula (3.1) Of course, the pinhole in T2 limited the amount of opticrd
background (estimated from first principles) reaching the gain CCD (GP in Figure 3.4)
but it also limited the spatial resolution. A spatial resolution of 4 mm was considered
sufficient for our purposes; thus a pinhole 100 times the diffraction limit was selected for
telescope T2. The optical background amounted to about O.10/6to 0.40/. of the signal
levels depending on the gain being measured and the position in the aperture. In the limit
of large 10 (i.e., a strong probe laser relative to the optical background), e is given by the
ratio of the shot noise ?5to the natural log of the amplifler gain measured. Using the
expected vahre for the amplifier gain, we chose the CCD electron wells to be as deep as
the state of the art allowed (350,000 electrons per pixel). The relative shot noise error (5)
was about 1 part in 500 for pixels near the center of the image (where the electron wells
nearly saturated) and it varied to 1 part in 250 at the comer of the images where the
intensity was about 1(4 that at the center. Because the extent of each pixel corresponded
to about 0.4 mm of the amplifier aperture, further reductions in thk intrinsic error were
obtained by numerically collecting 10 x 10-pixel regions without impacting the spatial
resolution. The shot noise error calculated when the 10 XlO“bins” were used resulted
then in a 8 of 1 part in 1500 at the center and 1 part in 750 at the comers of the aperture.

Gain calibration

As a check of the gain measurement, calibrated neutral density filters (NDFs) were
inserted in the probe beam path. The NDFs were selected to approximately match the
inverse of the gain levels being measured so that the signal levels in the CCDS were
similar to those observed during the gain measurements. The calibration of the NDFs
was done using pyroelectric detectors used for bulk gain measurements (not shown in
Figure 3.4 but in positions equivalent to the gain cameras GR and GP). The manuals for
these pyroelectric detectors specified an error of O.1% for a single-pulse measurement.
The average of 100 laser pulses was used to calibrate the NDF filters. The measurement
of the ND filters using the CCD gain cameras agreed with the calibration measurements
to within 0.25’Yo.
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Interferometer

.
Interferometer measurements were carried out simultaneous to gain measurements.

Interference fringes were obtained by combining the probe beam’s near field image with
a nearly perfect reference wavefront derived from a polarization maintaining single mode
fiber. Two 1024 x 1024 scientific cameras situated at conjugate relay planes collected
the interference tiinges. The two cameras could be triggered independently. We were
able to observe (atler data processing) the wavefront change in consecutive laser pulses
spaced at integral multiples of 75 ms (the pulse-to-pulse spacing). Two components
contributed to wavefront errors in our NIF-prototype amplifiers: (1) a slowly changing
“material” component associated with temperature gradients in the slabs; and (2) a
rapidly changing, stochastic component associated with temperature gradients and
movement of the gas within the beam tubes and amplifiers assemblies.

For prompt wavefront distortion measurements, the wavefront measured 75 ms before
the time of peak gain was subtracted from the wavefiont measured at the time of peak
gain. The 75;ms delay was found to be sufficiently small to “freeze” gas motion, and an
error of ~ 0.02 waves rms was typical. Phase error increased at longer delays, consistent
with gas motion effects. In thermal recovery experiments before and after a shot and at
regular (one-hour to three-hour) intervals, interferograrn pairs were obtained with delays
between the two cameras of Oseconds, 75 ms, 1 second, and 10 seconds. In addition, sets
of 20 interferograrns spaced 10 seconds apart were collected. These sets of 20 were
averaged for better statistics, and the average was compared to its components to obtain
experimental P-V and rms measures. These numbers were found to correlate with
temperature and/or gas motion effects during thermal recovery. The rrns and P-V were
also sensitive to external causes out of our control, for example diurnal cycles during hot
days and AMPLAB VIP tours that on occasion increased measurably the hot air in and
around the amplifier after the use of show and tell flood-lights!

Referring to Figure 3.4, the probe image at PIP was relayed to the modified Twyman-
Green interferometer by the one-to-one diagnostic telescope DT2. At the output of DT2,
a half-wave plate followed by a cube polarizer acted as an intensity control to balance the
probe laser signal with the much weaker reference signal that emerged from the output
end of fiber reference (FR). The probe image was combined with the reference
wavefront at the beam combiner (BC). The reference wavefront was produced as
follows: a coherent sample of the input beam was collected behind the turning mirror MO.
To avoid damaging the input face of the fiber FR, the energy of this sample was further
diminished with neutral density filters (not shown) to a level of-20 pJ. A half wave
plate (not shown) was used to align the polarization to the input of fiber FR. A 20x
microscope objective focused the beam and overtllled the 6-~m core of FR. An xyz
stage was used to locate the input end of FR at focus. The length of fiber FR was chosen
to provide the necessary delay corresponding to the probe beam time of flight to and from
the back mirror Ml. The overlap in time of the arrival of reference and probe signals at
BC was verified (and the fiber length adjusted as necessary) with a fast photodiode. At
the output end of fiber F~ a 20-cm focal length lens was used to collect the single mode
beam that emerged. A shear plate was initially used to collimate the reference beam. A
half wave plate following the collimating lens was used to align the polarization to
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coincide with the probe beam polarization. A Glan-Thompson polarizer was
momenttily inserted for this purpose. The output energy of the fiber was found to be
adequate for the scientific cameras. The nonlinear interaction of the 20-ns, single-
frequency laser puke within the 24-m-long fiber core limited the output of the fiber. The
input vs output characteristics were measured for a few input energies. The output of the
fiber dld not scale linearly with the input (see Table 3.3). Based on the nonhnear
coefficients for fised silica, we estimated that stimulated Bruillion scattering and to a
lesser extent Raman scattering limited the output. At an output of-6 @ the reference
fiber provided reliable, long-term operation.

Table 3.3. Input vs output characteristics for the 24-m-long reference fiber.

Input (LLJ) Output (~J)

5 2.8
10 4.5
20 6.3
30 7.3 (damage after - days)

>30 Immediate damaze

Interferometer calibration

Calibration of the interferometer was verified by measuring the wavefront of a lens
with a known wavefront. Thk lens was inserted in the beam returning from the amplifier
at a position near beamsplitter B2. The measured wavefront added by the lens agreed to
within -2 to So/o with independent measurements performed using a Zygo interferometer
(see Figure 3.6).
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reduce costs firrther, only four side flashlamp cassettes, two fewer than the six needed to
outfit a full 4 x 2, three-slab-long amplifier, were purchased. The three-slab-long
amplifier was therefore tested with all three side flashlamp cassettes missing on one side
(optical inactive side). We installed absorbing architectural glass (Greylight) dummy
slabs on the side of the amplifier missing the flashlamps to reduce the intensity of the
light reflected back to the active side through the centrrd flashku-nparray. To determine
the degree to which the missing flaahkunps affected performance, gain and wavetlont
measurements were performed on one-slab-wide analogs of the two-slab-long “diamond”
and “X” cofilgurations. These were formed by removing the slab cassettes at the ends of
the 3-slab-long amplifier one at a time As dkcussed in sections 4 and 5, the results
showed only small differences in measured gain and prompt pump-induced wavefiont
distortion relative to measurements made previously on fully energized “diamond” and ‘
“X amplifiers.

Optical performance was measured only on the side of the amplifier with the full
complement of flashlamps. Schott LG-770 laser slabs were installed in the three lower
apertures, while a combination of Hoya LHG-8 and LG-770 slabs were installed in the
top aperture.

3.4 Power conditioning system

3.4.1 Design

Although the AMPLAB power-conditioning system used a different architecture than
the NIF power-conditioning system, it was designed to produce flashlamp input pulse
energies and pulselengths close to those anticipated for the NIF. The power-conditioning
system consisted of six modules, with each module using a common main switch and a
common preionization circuit to energize up to four series pairs of flashlamps (see Figure
3.8). The main switches used two Thompson 8900-series ignitrons comected in series to
reduce the pref~e rate, while the preionization switches used a single Thompson “A”
ignitron. The main circuit capacitance and inductance for each lamp pair were310 @
and 28 ~H inductors, respectively, with addhional inductance and resistance contributed
by the 40 to 50-m-long custom made cables that connected the inductors to the
flashlamps. These cables had measured capacitance, inductance, and resistance of 112
pF/m, 177 nH/m, and 1.0 mohm/m, respectively. Each preiorrization circuit used a single
50 ~F capacitor to drive all four lamp circuits. System components were chosen to
operate reliably at capacitor charging voltages up to 27 kV.
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Figure 3.8. Schematic diagram of the AMPLAB power-conditioning circuit.

The voltage and current measurements were performed with the amplitier in the
three-slab-long configuration, with side flashkunp cassettes activated on one side of the
amplifier only. Figure 3.9 shows a plan view of the amplifier with labels showing the
correspondence between flashlrunp circuits and flashlamp positions. Power-conditioning
modules were assigned numbers I through 6, while the individual flashlamp pairs withk
a module were assigned letters A through D. A one-to-one correspondence between
power-conditioning modules and flashlamp cassettes was maintained. Accordingly, the
modules connected to the six-lamp side flashkunp cassettes had only three active circuits
(A through C), while modules connected to the four-lamp central flashlstmp cassettes had
four active circuits. Measurements were performed on only twenty of the twenty-one
flashlamp pairs, however, because the flashlamps in one pair (circuit lB) failed to fire
during the voltage and current measurements. This circuit functioned normally during the
optical performance tests, however. w
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Figure 3.9. A plan view of the amplifier with Iahels showing the correspondence between flashlamp
circuits and tlashlamp positions.
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3.4.2 Flashlamp Electrical Measurements

Experimental setup

Voltage and cument measurements were performed on 20 fleshlamp pairs used in the
one-slab-long, three-slab-long NIF prototype amplifier tested in AM.PLAB. The
measurements were made using Tektronix P60 15A high-voltage probes connected across
each flashlamp pair, and with Pearson301 X current transformers mounted close to the
main circuit inductor in the capacitor bank room (see Figure 3.10). Tektronix 5:1 and
10:1 attenuators were used to reduce the current-trmsfomer signals to levels readable by
the oscilloscopes. Tektronix TDS644 oscilloscopes were used to digitize both voltage and
current signak at a rate of 5 MHz with 8-bit resolution.

Signals were processed using the QuickDig software package developed by Steve
Fulkerson. The voltage drop across each flashlamp pair was calculated by subtracting the
voltage measured on the current return side from the voltage measured on the high-
voltage input side. Instantaneous electrical input power to the flashlamp was calculated
by multiplying the voltage drop by the current. Electrical energies delivered during
preionization and main pulses were calculated by integrating the power curves.

Voltage measurements were performed one flashlamp cassette at a time, with
sufficient probes used to monitor all three or four flashlarup pairs simultaneously. Current
measurements were performed using probes that remained resident in each lamp circuit.
Measurements were performed over a minimum of nine shots, three at each of the three
different capacitor charging voltages used for amplifier performance tests. After each
nine-shot series, the voltage probes were moved to the next flashlamp cassette, and the
series was repeated.
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Figure 3.10. Experimental setup for measuremen& made on 20 tlashlamp pairs.
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channels. Similarly, the calibration constants for the twenty current-measurement
channels were adjusted to agree with the group average.

3.4.4 Results

The electrical energies delivered during the main pukes were converted into the
explosion tlaction, fx,,which was calculated from measured delivered energy E~=lusing
theformulas

and

[
E,= 20.000~~ :

where & is the single-shot explosion energy for a flashlamp operating in the open in
Joules, L is the flashlamp arc length in centimeters, D is the flaal-dampbore dkm-ieter in
centimeters, and T is the 10°/0of peak power pulse width in seconds. The above
expression for single-shot explosion energy normally applies when ~ is the calculated
3(LC)0”5pulselength. Measurements performed on flashlamps circuits near critical
darnping have shown, however, that the full-width tenth-max (FWTM) pulselength for
the input power pulse is within a few percent of the calculated 3(LC)0’5pulselength.
Accordingly, explosion fractions were estimated using measured FWTM pulselengths.

Table 3.5 summarizes the measurement results for the main electrical pulses. At
charging voltages of 21.05,24.30, and 26.00 kV, the average main-pulse electrical
energies were 26.3, 34.7, and 39.4 kJ, respectively, corresponding to flashlarnp exp[osion
fractions of 0.149,0.200, and 0.229. The bank-to-lamp transfer ei%ciency was
approximately 71%, which is low compared with the 85?40transfer efficiency previously
achieved on the Nova laser and anticipated for the NIF. As is typical for such flashlarnp
circuits, the FWTM pulselength decreased slightly as the charge voltage was increased.
Measured values at the 20.3,23.5, and 25.2 kV charge voltages were 392,377, and 370
~s, respectively.
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0.2 shot.
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4. Gain Data and Modeling

4.1 Gain Data Reduction

The gain profiles measured on the NIF prototype amplifier in AMPLAB were
calculated from the CCD camera images provided by the large-aperture diagnostic
system, which is described in Section 3.2. A total of seven images were required for each
gain profile calculation. First, a cross hair was placed io the input beam, and its image on
both the input and output cameras (GR and GP in Figure 3.5) was used to register the
pixels on the two cameras to each other. Next, pre-shot images of the probe beam on the
input camera (identified as sigrd AP)and the output camera (signal BP) were taken
without tiring the flashlamps. These images were used to normalize the camera outputs
at zero gain. To remove the signal seen by the output camera coming from ASE and
flashlarnp light, a background image (signal Bb) was acquired at the time of peak gain
where the flashlamps were tired, but the probe beam was blocked. Finally, a shot was
taken with the probe beam passing through the amplitier at peak gain, and its images on
both the input (A,) and output (B,) cameras were extracted,

Once all the images were correctly registered using the cross hair data, the gain
profile (G) was calculated via the expression

~=(w%)~
A, Bp

(4.1)

The profile of the average gain coefficient a can then be expressed in terms of the
Iogarithm of the gairx

~ = log(G)

NPN,L
(4.2)

where NP is the number of passes through the amplifier, N, is the number of slabs, and L
is the length of the besun path in the slab. A typical gain coefficient profile (for the C
aperture in AMPLAB, 3-long comlguration, explosion fiaetion 20°/0)obtained from the
camera images in this way is presented in Figure 4.1.

It is clear from this figure that the raw AMPLAB gain data has high frequency noise
in the form of diffraction patterns and interference fringes coming from imperfections in
the optics. This noise had to be removed before it could be compared to the predictions
of our model. However, we discovered that standard tecluiques to remove it such as
Fourier filtering would not work, since they also distorted the gain roll-off at the edges of
the aperture.
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Figure 4.2. Schematic illustration of the modified boxcar-smoothing technique used to remove the
high-frequency noise from the experimental gain profiles. Size of the averaging areas has been
exaggerated for the purpose of illustration.

Figure 4.3 displays the smoothed version of the gain profile presented in Figure
4.1. A comparison of these two images demonstrates that our smoothing algorithm does
indeed remove the noise without significantly affecting the gain roll-off at the edges of
the aperture. This may be more easily illustrated in Figure 4.4, which shows the
comparison between the raw and smoothed data in both horizontal and vertical line-outs.

We also obtained more accurate estimates for the experimental gain profiles in the
amplifier by averaging over all of the shots that were taken for a given setup. As an
example, six different measurements of the gain were taken for the C aperture in
AMPLAB in the 3-long configuration at an explosion ffaction of 20%, Figure 4.5 shows
the average of the smoothed gain profiles in this case. A comparison with Figure 4.3
shows that the multishot averaging further reduces the spatial noise in the gain profile.
We also used this data to estimate the uncertainty in the experimental measurements by
calculating a point-by-point standard deviation for the gain coefficient. The results of
this analysis for the 3-long configuration are presented in Figure 4.6. The random nature
of thk plot suggests that a significant portion of the error may be attributable to noise that
is not removed by our smoothing technique. However, the area average does give us
some estimate of the overall uncertainty in the measurement, which we can use in our
comparison with the model predictions. As an example, for the 3-long contlguration we
have dkcussed in thk section, the overall relative error in the experimental value for the
aperture-averaged gain coefficient is about 1.5°/0.
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4.2 3-D Gain Model

Our 3-D gain model for the prediction of the gain performance is a collaborative
effort involving contributions coming horn workers at both LLNL and CEA in France.
Both the physical assumptions made in the model and the calculational techniques used
in the computer programs that implement it have been described in detail in earlier
publications [4. 1,4.2], and in numerous internal reviews. Therefore, in thk document we
will provide only a brief outline of the details of the model.

The first step in predicting the gain performance is to calculate the pump rate of the
inversion generated by the flashlamp light in the laser slabs. In our 3-D model, we do
this using a reverse ray-trace technique, which sends out rays from the point of interest in
the slab and determines the amount that any light sources seen by that ray contribute to
the pump rate. The ray-trace model tracks the change in the spectral content of each ray
as it interacts with the various surfaces and media present in the amplifier cavity. Fresnel
reflection md refraction at dielectric interfaces are treated by splitting each ray into
separate reflected and refracted rays when it hits a dielectric surface.

Our empirical model for the optical properties of xenon flashkunps is used to predict
both the emission and absorption of the xenon plasma [4.3]. The model uses
experimentally determined values for the absorption and reflectance of all of cavity
components, includlng laser slabs, reflectors, and blastshields.

The latest version of the 3-D code also models the detailed spectral effects of a
single-layer AR-coating on glass surfaces. However, preliminary calculations by the
French for the AMPLAB geometry indicate that the only consequences of implementing
this feature are that the overall gain coefficient goes up by about 5% (consistent with our
experimental observations of the gain seen with and without AR-coatings on blastshields)
with no significant change in the profile, while the run-time goes up by a factor of 3 to 4.
For these reasons, we chose not to implement this feature for the calculations in thk
report due to time constraints. Instead, we accounted for the presence of the AR-coating
on the blastshields by multiplying the predicted gain profiles for uncoated blastshieIds by
a factor of 1,05.

Once the pump distribution in the slab as a function of the flashhnnp loadlng has been
determined, we calculate the peak gain coeftlcient by numerically solving the differential
equation for the stored energy density at each point in the slab as a function of time. In
addition to radiative and nonradlative spontaneous decay processes, the model also tracks
the spatially and temporally dependent ASE decay rate throughout the volume of the
laser slabs. To accurately calculate thk ASE decay rate, we have to use a nonuniform
grid of points through the thickness of the slab, witi,more points near the surface where
the gain coefficient and the ASE decay rate is the highest.

All of the model calculations are carried out on a dedicated cluster of 28 Unix
workstations. The computational load is distributed over the cluster using a public
domain package (PVM) for networked parallel computing. A typical calculation of the
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pump rates for a grid containing 4950 points (30 horizontal x 15 vertical x 11 deep) to a
computational accuracy of about 1°/0takes about 12 hours of computing time on the
cluster. The calculation of the peak gain coefficient distribution takes an additional six
hours to complete.

4.3 Comparison of gain measurements to the 3D model predictions

Gain profiles have been obtained in AMPLAB over a broad rsmge of amplifier
configurations, as illustrated in Table 4.1. Gain measurements were performed in the
four apertures on one side of the central flashlamp array, which were labeled A, B, C, and
D, from top to bottom. While the gain was not measured for every possible
cotilguration, there is suftlcient data to answer the questions required to validate the 3-D
model for use in predicting the gain performance of the NIF amplifier. Before we begin
with the comparisons of the gain measurements to the model predictions, we will use the
experimental data to check two important assumptions about the amplifier physics. We
will then pr~ceed with a set of comparisons to demonstrate the ability of the 3-D model to
predict the gain profile for all the slab positions, apertures, glass types, and explosion
fkactions of interest.
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We can test the first assumption by looking at a comparison of one-wide vs. two-wide
gain measurements. Figure 4.7 shows the smoothed and averaged gain profile for the D
aperture in the two-wide X-cor@uration at a flashlarnp explosion fraction of 20°/0,which
had an aperture-averaged gain coefflecent, <cc>, of 4.68%/cm. Figure 4.8 shows the
smoothed and averaged gain profile for the corresponding one-wide configuration for
which <CC>was 4.7%/cm, about 0.5V0greater than the two-wide average. Figure 4.9
shows the absolute vahre of the difference between these two profiles, which show no
systematic difference between the two distributions. Figure 4.10 gives the point-by-point
value of the standard deviation for the average protile for the two-wide, for which <Acc>
was O.180/0/cm,about 9 times greater than the difference between one- and two-wide
gain distribution. The random nature of the difference between the two gain profiles and
the fact that its magnitude is less than the error in just one of them implies that they are
equal to within the experimental uncertain~, vdldating our first assumption,

We can test our second assumption, symmetry about the horizontal centerline, by
comparing the gain profile in the C aperture to a flipped version of that in the B aperture.
Figure 4.11 shows the average gain profile for the C aperture in the 2-wide X-
conilguration at an explosion fraction of 20°/0,for which <=+ was 4.80 °/O(cm.Figure
4.12 gives the corresponding average gain profile for the B aperture flipped about the
x-axis, for which <CC>was 4.830/0/cm. Figure 4.13 shows the absolute vrdue of the
difference between the C aperture profile and the flipped B aperture, which has a random
distribution. Figure 4.14 shows the point-by-point value of the standard deviation for the
average profile for the flipped B aperture, which has an aperture-averaged value of
0.15%/cm, about 5 times greater than the difference between the aperture B and C.
Again, the random nature of the difference between the two gain profiles and the fact that
its magnitude is slightly less than the error in just one of them implies that they are equal
to within the experimental uncertainty, validating our second assumption.

4.3.2 Comparison of the measurements and model predictions for both end and
interior slabs

X Configuration (C aperture)
We begin with the gain profile in the C aperture in the one-wide X-configuration at

an explosion fraction of 200/.. Smoothing and averaging the experimental data produces
the gain profile shown in Figure 4.15. It is important to note that this level of
performance, with <=> = 4.80Y0cm,was obtained with slightly tarnished silver reflectors
that had an average reflectance of -91 V. at 670 nm, compared with -96% for pristine
silver. This degradation factor was used in all of the 3-D modeling simulations for
AMPLAB.
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The 3-D model prediction for the gain profile for this conilguration is presented in
Figure 4.16. The predicted value of<=> was 4.70%/cm, -2% lower than the measured
value. In comparing the measured and predicted gain profiles in this case and those that
follow, it is important to note that the model plots are restricted to a range of k 18.5 cm,
so they do not show any indication of the measured roll-off at the top and bottom of the
aperture.* We can get a better indication of the agreement between the measured and
predicted protiles by looking at line-out comparisons, presented in Figure 4.17. For
comparison, Figure 4.18 gives the standard deviation, <Ax>, in the experimental
measurement, which was 0.060/o/cm(relative error of 1.30/0). We see that for this case,
the model agrees with the experiment to within the - 52% experimental over most of the
aperture, but it slightly under-estimates the roll-off at the edges of the beam, where the
relative local difference between the two curves rises to 6°/0.

Diamond configuration (C aperture)
A similar comparison between the measured and predicted gain for the C aperture in

the diamond cofilguration is presented in Figures4.19through4.21. Again, the
measurement and model predictions agree to within the experimental error @ 1.5°/0
relative error, averaged over the entire profile) over most of the aperture, but there are
local regions where the difference rises to as much as 6%.

Interior slabs (D aperture)
We can derive an experimental estimate for the gain profile in a intenor slab (ai) in

the D aperture by combining the average gain profiles for the X-cofilguration (ux) and
diamond-configuration (t@ with that of the 3-long corrtlguration (cxj)derived in
Section 4.1 above using the relationship:

ai=3ct3-ax-ffd

(4.4)

The results of this computation are presented in Figure 4.22. The model prediction
for a central slab in the D aperture is presented in Figure 4.23, and line-out comparisons
of the two profiles are plotted in Figure 4.24. The relative error in the experimental
profile is 0.04%/cm, about 3 times larger than it is in the directly observed protiles as a
consequence of the manipulation of equation 4.4. There is good agreement between the
model and experiment over most of the aperture; in a few small regions the relative
difference rises to about 8V0,some of which can be directly attributed to noise in the
experimental signal.

.

.

“ This is not a limitation of the model, but a result of the choice of grid coordinates chose” during the initial
modeling runs for this report. Later runs made with the full 20.cm coordinate range do not show the roll.
off at the top aad borrom of the aperture, however, ->
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4.3.3 Comparison of the measurements and model predictions for the D (bottom)
aperture

X Configuration

The next step is to see how well the model tracks the changes in the gain profrle when
we move from the C aperture near the center of the amplifier to the D aperture near the
bottom reflector. The smoothed and shot-averaged experimental gain profile for the D
aperture in the one-wide and two-wide versions of the X cotilguration at an explosion
fraction of 20% are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The model prediction for this
cotilguration is presented in Figure 4.25. Line-out comparisons of the measurement and
prediction are plotted in Figure 4.26. The agreement between the model and the
measurement is better than the experimental error (Figure 4. 10) except in a few small
regions, which appear to be the resuh of noise in the experimental signaL Notice that the
model accurately predicts the slope of the vertical line-outs due to the presence of the
reflector at the bottom of the aperture.

Diamond Configuration

The average experimental gaio profile for this aperture and explosion fraction in the
Diamond com5guration is displayed in Figure 4.27. The model prediction is shown in
Figure 4.28. Line-out comparisons of the two profiles are plotted in Figure 4.29. The
model prediction is about 70/olower than the measurement along the vertical centerline of
the aperture, but a portion of this discrepancy may come from experimental error which
is larger (<Acc> = O.080/o/cm)than the cases discussed above due to averaging over a
smaller number of shots.

4.3.4 Comparison of the measurements and model predictions for LHG-8 glass in
the A (top) aperture

All of the measurements and calculations discussed so far have been for slabs in the
lower 3 apertures (B, C, and D), which were filled with LG-770 laser glass. We now
examine how well the model matches the experiment for the A aperture, which was
populated with LHG-8 laser glass.

X Configuration
The smoothed and shot-averaged experimental gain profile for the A aperture in the

two-wide X configuration at an explosion fraction of 20% is shown in Figure 4.30. It is
obvious tlom this figure that there is a large amount of noise in the experimental signal
that could not be removed by the smoothing and averaging tecW1que. Thk is because the
two shots available for averaging in this configuration had similarly shaped, large-scale
distortions. The model prediction for the gain profile is presented in Figure 4.31. Line-out
comparisons of the measurement and prediction are plotted in Figure 4.32. In this case,
the large distortions in the measured profile only allow us to say that the model and
measurement for the average gain coefilcient over the aperture agree to within the
experimental error.
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X Configuration
The situation is better for the gain profiles for the A aperture in the Diamond

configuration at an explosion fraction of 20%’0.The average experimental gain profile is
displayed in Figure 4.33. The model prediction for the gain is presented in Figure 4.34.
Line-out comparisons of two profdes are plotted in Figure 4.35. There is good agreement
between the model over most of the aperture, and the regions in which the two curves
differ significantly can be identified as those in which the error in the average of the
experimental gain profiles is large.

4.3.5 Comparkon of the measurements and model predictions for different
explosion fractions

The last thing that we have to check is that the model correctly predicts the gain
profile at different explosion fractions. The smoothed experimental gain profile for the D
aperture in the two-wide X configuration at an explosion fraction of 15°/0is presented in
Figure 4.36 (there is no averaging because there were no cotilgurations for which there is
more than one gain data file at au explosion fraction of 150/0).The model prediction for
the gain profile is displayed in Figure 4.37. Line-out comparisons between the two
profiles are plotted in Figure 4.38. The model appears to underestimate the gain in this
case by about 8’??o,but we have no data to assess the statistical relevance of this
discrepancy.

The smoothed and averaged gain profile for the D aperture in the two-wide X
configuration at an explosion fraction of 23% is shown in Figure 4.39. The model
prediction for the gain profile for this corrflguration is presented in Figure 4.40. Line-out
comparisons between the measurement and the model predictions are shown in
Figure 4.41. While there is good agreement between the model and the measurement over
most of the aperture, the model appears to underestimate the roll-off in the gain on the
weak side by about So/O.This may be an indication that we are slightly rmderestirnating
the ASE decay rate, but part of the disagreement may also come from the fact that the
error in the measured profile is highest in this region of the aperture.

4.3.6 Conclusions

The comparisons illustrated above demonstrate that the 3-D model can be used to
predict the gain distributions over the range of amplifier parameters relevant to NIF
performance. From this analysis, we estimate that 3-D model predictions have errors of
+50/0for loc~ values of the gain coefficient at specific locations in the aperture and errors

of Y2°/0for the aperture-averaged gain coefficient.
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Figure 4.41. Line-out comparisons of the measured (light line) and predicted (bold line) gain.
coefficient protiles for the D aperture in the X configuration at a flashlamp explosion fraction of 0.23,
for which full-aperture gain distribution are presented in Figures 4.40 and 4.41. Top row: horizontal
line-outs at y = -10,0, and +10 cm; Bottom row: Vertical line-outs at x = -10,0 and +10 cm.

4.4 Gain Predictions

The NIF amplifiers will contain features that were not present in our earlier
amplifiers. Among these are:
● Two-layer AR coatings on the blast shield.
● Protected silver reflectors.
● Lower-absorption blast shield glass.
● Triangular-shaped (an possibly non-silver plated) slab masks.

Our 3-D amplifier code must be modified to model some of these changes. For others, we
do not currently have optical information needed to maintain model accuracy. For these
reasons, we are not quite ready to do a new calculation that could accurately be labeled a
“NIF amplifier simulation.”

Instead, we think that the best indicator right now of the NIF performance is an
extrapolation of the AMPLAB data using the model with improved silver reflectors (960/0
reflectivity at 670 nm, as opposed to 910/i in AMPLAB) that are more representative of
what we will have in the NIF amplifiers.

We used the 3-D code with the increased reflectivity to calculate new gain profiles for the
slabs in the C aperture at an explosion fraction of 20 ‘%o. We extrapolated the calculated
profiles out to the vertical edges of the aperture at + 20 cm by assuming that there is a
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12.5% roll-off over the last 1.33 cm. This value for the gain roll-off was arrived at by
fitting the model to the profiles measured in AMPLAB. The quality of the fit is illustrated
in the agreement between the vertical line-outs in the bottom row of Figure 4.42.

The extrapolated AMPLAB gain profiles with 96’%(670 run) reflectors for the X,
diamond, and interior slab positions in the C aperture at an explosion fraction of 20V0are
presented in Figures 4.43 through 4.45. As one would expect, the improved reflectivity
increases the average gain coefficient. Using these gain profiles, the beam-averaged gain
coefficient for a NIF chain composed of equal numbers of LG-770 and LHG-8 glass slabs
is 5.23°/0cm-i. The increased reflectivity also improves the gain uniformity, as the
beam-averaged peak-to-average ratio decreases to 1.07. We attribute this result to the
fact that the shaped reflectors are specifically designed to direct light to the edges of the
slab to reduce the roll-off in the gain caused by ASE. The fact that the peak-to-average
ratio decreases with increased reflectivity simply shows us that the reflectors are indeed
serving to improve the gain uniformity.

Chain-avbraged gain distributions are presented in Section 7. Implications for NIF

(m ill
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Figure 4.42. Line-out comparisons of the measured (light line) and predicted [with extrapolation out
to k 20 cm[ (bold line) gain coefficient profiles in AMPLAB for tbe C aperture, Diamond

configuration, at an explosion fraction of 20”A. Top row: borizo”tal line-outs at y = -10, 0, and +10
cm; Bottom row: Vertical line-outs at x = -10, 0 and +10 cm.
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5. Prompt Pump-Induced Wavefront Measurements
and Modeling

Thk section contains prompt pump-induced wavefront dk.tor-tion studies, which
includes measurements made in AMPLAB, modeling, comparison of model predictions
with measurements, and predictions for the NIF laser.

5.1 Mechanism

The NIF laser design uses 4 x 2 multisegment amplifiers in which four-slab-high
columns of laser slabs, oriented at the Brewster angle with respect to the laser beam, are
pumped by central flashlarnp arrays on one side and by side flashhirnp arrays on the

other side. The flashlarnp pump rate is nonuniform, with the regions of the slab that are

nearest the fl,ashlamps being pumped more strongly than the regions that are farther
away. Because a fraction of the flashlamp pump light absorbed by the slab is converted
into thermal energy, the resulting thermal expansion causes the laser slab to warp into a

characteristic “S” shape [5.1] (see Figure 5.1). This slab warping occurs on a time scale
comparable to the duration of the flashlamp pump pulse and causes distortion of the
laser-beam wavefront. Additional wavefront distortion is produced by refractive index
variations caused by pump-induced temperature variations and stress. Because the slab is
oriented at tie Brewster’s angle and most of the slab warping occurs in the horizontal
plane, the phase gradients are larger in the horizontal direction than in the vertical

direction.

/
Flsshlamps

----- ----- -

Brewster-at#;

Figure 5.1. Plan view of m ultisegment amplifier showing geometry of Brewster angle laser slabs.
Surface distortions (greatly exaggerated) caused by uneven pumping.

5.2 Data analysis method

As described in Section 3.2, prompt pump-induced wavefront dktortion produced by
the AMPLAB prototype amplifier was determined by subtracting the phase distribution
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measured at the time of peak gain with one camera ilom the phase distribution measured
-75 ms before the flashlarnps were tired with another camera. Phase distributions were
inferred from interferograrns produced with a pulsed, single-frequency Nd:YLF probe
laser and a Twyman-Green interferometer. The probe laser beam was double-passed
through the prototype amplifier, while the reference beam was generated using a
polarization-preserving, single-mode optical fiber. Two separate CCD cameras were used
to record interferograrns produced on successive pulses of the probe laser, which operated
at a repetition rate of 13 Hz.

Unlike traditional interferograrns, which have only a few fringes across the aperture,
the interferograrns produced in AMPLAB typically had approximately 80 fringes, which
were generated by tilting the reference beam relative to the probe beam. Thus, the phase
information resided in a high-frequency carrier signrd that could be readily separated from
the typical low-frequency amplitude variations using a Fourier transform method [5.2,
5.3]. The algorithm used to analyze the AMPLAB interferograrns performed a discrete
Fourier transform on the raw CCD camera images, extracted the phase information from a
predetermined region of the Fourier spectrum, relocated the extracted signal to the origin,
and performed an inverse Fourier transform to generate the phase distribution.

The algorithm function returns values between –n and rc,producing 2rr discontinuities

in phase that are nonphysical. These discontinuities are unwrapped into continuous
phase space using a routine written by Henesian [5.4].

Recall that the prompt pump-induced wavefront dktortion was determined from the
difference between phase distributions inferred from the interferograrns recorded on two
separate cameras. One camera recorded the interferograrn at peak gain, while the other
recorded the interferograrn -75 ms (1/13 Hz) before the flashlamps were fired. Since both
cameras were affected by the 8–1Owaves (mainly curvature) of static dktortion in the
LADS optics, the measured prompt pump-induced wavefront distortion was extremely
sensitive to registration errors between the two camera images. with assistance from Paul
Rerrard, we developed an algorithm that accurately located and aligned the two images and
corrected for magnification differences. Rotation errors were sufficiently small that no
correction for them was required. Our technique did not require any auxiliary images,
such as cross-hair images or zero-delay corrections. The registration error of 1–2 pixels
that was achieved corresponded to a wavefront error of -0.01 waves (P-V).

We also investigated various techniques that minimized the amount of edge distortion
introduced by the calculation. We tried various windowing techniques and found that
most reasonable windows produced about the same results. However, the AMPLAB

data was analyzed using a Von Harm (a COS’%)window [5.3].
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spontaneous emission, redktribution of energy by emission and reabsorption of 880-rrm
fluorescence, absorption of ultraviolet and infrared radiation emitted by the flashhu-nps,
and possible absorption of flashlamp light by excited Nd ions. Further, the Nd purnping-
rate calculation did not expressly account for bhse-shifiing of the flashlamp emission as
flashknnp electrical input power is increased. Thus, our method tends to underestimate
wavefront distortion as flashlamp explosion fration is increased, or as flashlamp
pulselength is decreased.

Appendix A provides a more detailed description of our method for calculating slab
temperature rise.

Determination of displacements and stresses

The results of the slab temperature calculations were used in the code NIKE3D to
calculate the resulting displacements and stresses. The displacements were small, on the
order of 1p’ and well within the linear elastic regime. Further, the temperature rise of the
slab was only of order one degree Celsius. Therefore, we used a thermoplastic model with
room temperature values for Poisson’s Ratio, Young’s Modulus, and the thermal
expansion coefficient [5.9, 5.10],

Another important input to the NIKE3D code calculations was the boundary
conditions. In the NIF prototype and production amplifiers, slabs rest on corrugated
metal strips called Marcel springs. To simulate contact between the slab and the Marcel
spring, the bottom nodes of the slab were merged to the top nodes of a strip of metal one
element (2.5 mm) thick, while the bottom nodes of the metal strip were held fixed. The
sides and top of the slab were allowed to move freely.

NIKE3D calculated the dkplacements and stresses as a function of time during the
course of the pump pulse. Typically, the code was run only up to the time of peak gain,
which is the time the probe beam was propagated through the prototype amplifier for
most wavefront measurements.

Determination of optical path differences (OPDS)

To calculate the optical path length L for rays passing through the slab, we used the
code OPL, which integrated the equation

L = ~n(x,y,z) ds, (5.2)

where n is the spatially varying refractive index ands is the distance along the ray path.
There are two main sources of OPDS: (1) variations in path length caused by mechanical
motion of the slab and (2) variations in path length caused by refractive index changes.
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The variations in path length caused by slab mechanical motion were estimated from
the spatially varying displacements calculated in NIKE3D. Specifically, points x, y, and z
on the slab were translated according to the rules

x + x + U(x,y,z,t),

y + y + V(x,y,z,t), (5.3)

z + z + W(x,y,z,t)j

where u, v, and w were the displacements calculated with NIKE3D.

Two effects were taken into account to calculate the spatially varying refractive
index: (1) the variation of refractive index with temperature and (2) the variation of
refractive index with stress (stress-optic effect), i.e.,

n(x,y,z) = no + (dn/dT)AT(x,y,z) + (dn/d@Acr(x,y,z), (5.4)

where we have symbolically written the change in refractive index due to stress as

(drr/d@, and AT and Ao are functions of time.

The sequence of events in calculating the OPD is as follows. The OPL code reads in
the finite-element geometry from the NIKE3D output @lot) file. Each hexahedron finite
element in the mesh is then broken up into six four-node tetrahedral. After OPL generates
a connectivity matrix for these tetrahedral, Eq, (5.4) is used to calculate the refractive index
at each node in the mesh. The refractive index is linearized within each tetrahedron
according to

n(x,y,z) = a+ bx+ cy + dz. (5.5)

The four unknowns in Eq. (5.5) are uniquely determined by the values of the
refractive index at the four nodes of a given tetrahedron. Whh the refractive index
linearized as in Eq. (5.5), we can then analytically solve the Eikonal equation [5.11] for
the ray path within a tetrahedron

d

()

d?
n— =Vn

~ ds
(5.6)

where s is the distance along the ray path, and r is the position vector of the ray. The
connectivity matrix is used to determine which tetrahedral the ray enters and consequently
the nodes at which the refractive index needs to be evaluated to calculate the unknowns in
Eq. (5.5). We then track the ray as it propagates through the tetmhedra along the ray
path, summing the optical path length as the ray propagates.
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Error analysis

In this section, we will estimate the error in our calculation of the OPD due to
uncertainty in the flashlarnp light distribution. For the amplifier conditions considered in
this report, the dominant contribution to the OPD is the mechanical deformation of the
laser slab (cf. Figures 5.5a and 5.5b). Consequently, we have analyzed the uncertainties
associated with mechanical motion.

For simplicity, assume the laser slab is a simply supported thin plate, with the thin
dimension along the z-axis. We will neglect any time dependence in this analysis. It may
be shown that the equation for w, the displacement in the z-direction, is given by

[)MT(x, y)
V%(x, y) = - ~_v

(5.7)

where the thermal moment, defined as

(5.8)

is the source function for the displacement [5.13]. In Eqs. 5.7 and 5.8, v is Poisson’s

Ratio, cxis the thermal expansion coefficient, E is Young’s modulus, and h is the slab

thickness.

Since little thermal diffusion occurs during the pump pulse, the driving term T(x,y,z)
in Eq. 5.12 was approximated during the same spatial distribution as the Nd pumping rate
as described above. Therefore, the thermal moment MT is proportional to the difference in
Nd-pumping rate from one side of the laser slab to the other. Consequently, small
uncertainties in the values of the Nd-pumping rate on the two sides can lead to large
uncertainties in the calculated values for thermal moment, deformation, and wavefront
dktortion.

To estimate the error caused by uncertainties in the pump profile, we make use of the
fact that the phase front is proportional to the gradient of the dkplacement. From Eq.
(5.7), we see that this quantity is simply the integral of the thermal moment, given by Eq.
(5.8). If we assume that the pump profiles can vary by +-5%, it can be shown that the
variation in the P-V value for the phase front can be as much as +-ZSo/O. Addhional
uncertainty arises from physics that is missing from the model, including ASE decay,
fluorescence redistribution, ultraviolet and infrared absorption, and flashlarnp spectral
shifts as noted earlier.
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Figure 5.21.
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Plan view of AMPLAB pump cavity. Lines indicate target points on slab from a given
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Figure 5.22. Plan view of the NIF pump cavity. Lines indicate target points on slab from a given
lamp.
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Table 5.4. Values for constants in Eq. (5.9).

n an b. Lon n. #of cycles #of cycles

(waves/slab (waves/slab
across across

aperture aperture
/pass) /pass) for an for $2.

1 .05 .054 .244 .161 1.5 1.0
2 .0013 .008 .584 .36 3.7 2.3

We see that then= 1 component contains frequencies that fall into the 0.5–1.5 cycle
bin. The total contribution to the wavefront from this region is .104 waves/slab/pass,

roughly twice the specification. In the frequency range 1.5–12 cycles, the total

contribution to the wavefront is .0093 waves/slab/pass, within the specification of.0 125

wavesfslablpass.

5.8 Summary and conclusions for prompt pump-induced wavefront distortion

We have presented the results of detailed analysis and modeling of the AMPLAB
data. We have concentrated on the C aperture (LG-770 laser glass) at an explosion
fraction of 0.2, when the slab data is available. Table 5.2 above summarizes our analysis
of the AMPLAB data.

We have also presented a description of our prompt pump-induced wavefront model.
We have found that the model, to within a scaling factor, accurately matches the
AMPLAB experimental data in all configurations and at various selected times ranging
from the time of peak gain to 0.5 ms after peak gain. Using the model, we predict that
each NIF beamline will have 5.5 + 1.0 waves (P-V) of low-order wavefront distortion,
with about five times greater phase variation in the horizontal direction than in the vertical
direction.
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Gas column
distortions: The NIF design requirement is that the added beam

divergence due to thermal-recovery-driven convection
currents shall not exceed 5 prad at the end of the recovery
period.

Slab distortions: The thermal-gradient-driven optical distortion in the slabs
shall not exceed 0.04 wavesMab/pass (P-V) at the end of
the recovery period. For thk coherently additive distortion,
thk translates to 2.2 waves for the 54 “effective” slabs in
the multipass NIF architecture.

For the NIF baseline shot rate of one shot every eight hours, the requirement is that
the above optical distortion limits be achieved within seven hours after the start of
recovery. For the accelerated shot rate of one shot every four hours, the thermal recovery
constraint is reduced to three hours. Both time limits are predicated on allowing one hour
for final alig&nent where the cooling system is turned off to eliminate flow-induced
vibration disturbances.

6.2 Numerical models

Two thermal models have been developed to characterize the thermal and optical
behavior of the AMPLAB prototype amplifier module and the NIF amplifiers. Below is a
detailed description of each of the model sets,

Lumped-mass thermal model
The lumped mass model treats the amplifier as a set of discrete entities, as described

in Figure 6.2. The main entities are laser slabs, central cassette blastshield, side cassette
blastshield, central cassette flashkrmps, side cassette flashlamps, and flashlamp cassette
reflectors. Radiative heat transfer is the only allowed mechanism for removing the slab
waste heat. This model, which is described in Ref. 6.1, treats each of the entities as a
lumped mass, with analytically prescribed radiation exchange factors and analytically
prescribed forced convection heat transfer coefficients dictating the heat transfer
processes in the flashlamp cassettes. The purpose of this model is to describe the overall
global temperature behavior of the system, primarily as a check on the detailed three-
dimensional model described in the next section. Since the entities represent lumped
masses, this model is incapable of characterizing the temperature distribution within an
entity. A characterization of the energy exchange processes incorporated into this model
is given in Figure 6.3. In instances where the slab is adjscent to a “downstream”
flashlamp cassette, upstream cassette effects are included by incorporating the thermal
mass and energy of the lamps, blastshields, and reflectors of the upstream cassette, In this
manner, we account for the heating of the gas in an upstream cassette prior to reaching
the cassette of interest.
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Fignre6.3. An entity and energy flow d]agram for the lumped mass model. Note that the effectof the
upstream elements on the cooling fluid is included in detaiI.

Model geometry variations
There are a number of geometry and optical element differences between NIF and

AMPLAB that required incorporation into the models. These are depicted in Figure
6.4. In AMPLAB the thermal cassette was a combination of 34-Inrn- and 40-Imn.
thick slabs, whereas for both the optical side of AMPLAB and the NIF, the slab
thickness was 40 mm. Addhionally, the side cassette reflector on the thermal side of
AMPLAB was flat, while all other side cassette reflectors (both AMPLAB and NIF)
used the “involute” shape.

In AMPLAB, the optical and thermal measurements were made in a 2-slab-long
configuration. Thus, all slabs in this case are end slabs. That is, they are all exposed to the
beamtubes. In the NIF, however, the main amplifier has nine interior slabs, and the power
arnplifer has three interior slabs. To accommodate this geometry variation in the model,
as shown in Figure 6.4b, radiation surface properties were varied. For interior slabs, both
end planes were treated as symmetry boundaries (perfect reflectors). For end slab
condhions, one end plane was treated as a “black” surface to simulate the effect of the
adjacent long beamtube.
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“Optical”

side

“Thermsl”

side

“involute” reflector
~

Slske: 4 @ 40 mm thick

\

Slabs: 2 @ 40 mm thick

2 @34 mm thick

‘+
\aQrJooo/

“Fiat” reflector

Interior slabs: Mirror (symmetry) plsne

\

End slabs: “Blsck” surface

(a)

@)

Mirror (symmetry) plane ~

Figure 6.4. Depiction of geometry and boundary condition differences used in the model
calculations. (a) geometry differences between “optical” and “thermal” sides of AMPLASand (b)
boundary conditions applied to the end planes to simulate interior and end slabs of the amplifier.

6.3 AMPLAB temperature measurements

A key aspect in characterizing NIF amplifier thermal recovery was the
instrumentation of AMPLAB to measure temperatures in the amplifier cavity. AMPLAB
is a facility designed to test the optical and thermal performance of the NIF amplifiers. It
consists of a NIF-like, two-slab-wide cotilguration, but is only two slabs long in the
optical propagation dkection. The four slabs in each cassette are labeled A, B, C, and D
from the top. In one slab cassette, in what is termed the thermal measurement side (see
Figure 6.5a) three slabs were instrumented with temperature measuring devices (A, C,
and D, as shown in Figrrre 6.5b). The associated side cassette blastshield and a side
cassette flaehlamp were similarly instrumented.
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(a) (b)

%J’3emen /\

Central caasette

,—. ...-. ,.,
,6A,, 34 mm thick

~,–.-. . . .. .,,,..
I

!-.—___
,’ ,,c 40 mm thick

,... ..._____
I

,..-.D---I

“ H 34 mm thick

Figure 6.5. Schematics of theinstrumented A~LABslab cassette. Oneslab unitwas instrumented
with thermocouples tomeasure temperatures intheslabs during thethermal recove~cycle. (a)
plan-view schematic of the A~LABexperimental configuration. (b)slab position nomenclature,
and slab thickaess in the instrumented cassette.

A total of 59 type-E thermocouples and one fiber-optic probe were placed in the
slabs. Typical locations of the thermocouples and fiber probe are shown in Figure 6.6a.
The thermocouples were placed in 1-mm diameter holes tillled through the slab, with the
junction at the mid-thickness of the slab (see Figure 6.6b). The fiber probe was placed in
a blind hole drilled halfway through the slab. Four thermocouples were in contact with
the flashlamp side of the blastshleld, and four thermocouples and one fiber probe were in
contact with one side cassette flashlamp. Thermocouples were selected (over thermistors)
since they do not provide an added heat source that could alter the temperature reading in
the low thermal conductivity glass slabs, It was estimated that the thermocouple

uncertainty was less than +0.05 0C. This instrumented cassette contained a combination
of 34-mm-thick and 40-rmn-thick slabs. All other slabs in the facility were 40 mm thick,
which is the NIF thickness specification.

Thermocouple locations
(a)

m

. . .

,.. ,
:“’

. .

L

Fiber probe position /
on slab “C”

Figure6.6. Details of thermocouple placement in the slabs of the instrumented cassette. (a) Typical
locations of the thermocouples in slabs “A”,“B”,and “C”, and (b) depiction of the thermocouple
location in the through-hole.
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Because of high electrical currents in the flashlarnps, the thermocouples were
discomected from the data acquisition system during the flashlarnp fwing. The
thermocouples were reconnected ffom 3 to 5 minutes after the flashlamp fwing, which
allowed sufficient time to assess the integrity of the lamps. This also corresponded to the
time when the flashlarnp cooling system was turned on. This delay in activation of the
cooling system is similar to that projected for the NIF.

The starting temperatures for the thermal recovery model calculations were taken
directly from AMPLAB measurements. Figure 6.7 shows fiber probe measurements of
the slab temperature for three successive firings of the flasldarnps. For these shots, the
amplifier was in the diamond cofilguraticm. With each tiring of the lamps, the probe tip
was preferentially heated. This over-driving of the probe temperature required about six
minutes to decay out. The approach for extrapolating back to shot time to correct for the
prompt probe heating is shown in Figure 6.7. In thk instance, the slab temperature rise
was nominally O.65°C. A similar approach was used to obtain starting temperatures for
the flashlamps and blastshields. In the case of the flashlarnps, however, this projection
approach is less accurate because of the lmge radiative losses that occur due to the high
lamp temperature.

3.0

2.5

G 2.00

al
m 1.5z

-0.5

4

1
Shot 3: 0.60”C
. -----------
-.

!

II I Shot2: 0.65°C {
I---------------------.

~--- 1
_+l_.Shot 1: 0.65°C

1

1 I ! I 1 I 1

-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Time (hours)

Figure 6.7. Slab temperature rise as measured by the tiher probe, over three successive shots. Also
shown is the projection of tbe temperature back to shot time to correct for the prompt heating of the
probe. Flashlamp cooling was absent in these tests. The amplifier was in the diamond configuration.

Table 6.1 summarizes the starting temperature conditions applied in both the lumped-
mass model and the three-dimensional model, where flashlarnp, edge cladding,
blastshield, and slab temperatures are given for AMPLAB slabs and NIF end and interior
slabs. Several key features are noted. The fust feature is the starting temperature
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differences for the AMPLAB 34-mIn- and 40-rnrn-~ck slabs. It ~m dete~ined that
simple thickness scaling was appropriate since the slabs are optically tilck to the .

flashlamp light. That is to say, the temperature difference between the 34-mm- and 40-
mm-thick slabs was 150/o(40 mm/34 mm). Additionally, the interior slab temperature was
11% greater than the end slabs due to pumping differences. Finally, the flashlarnps in the #

AMPLAB thermal side cassette were judged to be 4°C hotter than the flashlamps in the
optical side cassette because of differences in the reflector designs.

.

Table 6.1. Initial temperature conditions used in the AMPLABand NIF thermal

NIF and ‘
AMPLAB
“Optical” side

[

I
AMYLAB
“Thermal” I
side

—

recovery calculations.

Starting temperature rise (“C)

AMI?LAB NIF end NIF *

central

Side cassette flashlamps 15 15 15
Edge claddings 1.2 / 3 1.2 / 3 1.3 / 3.3

.

(horizontal / vertical)
Slabs 0.65 0.65 0.72
Central cassette flashlamps

>
15 15 15

Blastshields 2 2 2
Slabs 34 num 0.76

Figure 6.8 gives representative temperature distributions across the “A” Wd “D”
apertures for a shot at 20°/0flashlarnp explosion tlaction followed by forced gas cooling
of the flstshlarnps with ambient-temperature air. Several key observations are:

1. Recovery is clearly evident through the reduction in temperature during the first
eight hours after the shot.

2. Strong coupling between the edge cladding and the slab masks is evidenced by
the rapid reduction in temperatures at the edges of the slab. Note that the initial
edge-cladding average temperature rise on the vertical edge cladding elements
was roughly 3“C.

3, An asymmetry is evident in both slabs, but more prominently in slab “D. In
both figures, the right edge of the aperture is nearest the central cassette, which
was more aggressively cooled than the side cassette. This likely accounts for tie
asymmetry.

4, The residual temperature after 10 hours is indicative of a slightly warmer than
ambient flashlamp cooling gas. In this particular experiment, a chiller was used
to establish the cooling gas temperature, thus providing the potential for a slight
temperature offset.

.
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Figure 6.8. Experimentally measured temperature pro tiles across the long dimension of the laser
slab. A1ltimes are measured from shot time. Note that both slabs were 34 mm th]ck, and the
amplifier was in the diamond configuration. (a) Slab A temperature distributions and (b) slab D
temperature distributions.

6.4 Comparison of AMPLAB temperature measurements with model predictions

Since the flashlamps are the hottest element in the amplifier, and thus represent the
dominant source of residual heat that could be transported to the laser slabs, it is
important that the convection coefficient values applied to the flashlamps be correct. In
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the AMPLAB tests, the temperahrre of a side cassette flashlamp was measured using both
thermocouples and a fiber probe. Figure 6.9 gives the comparison of model predictions to
the measured temperat.ues. There is excellent agreement between the two experimented
measurements, thus giving high cofildence in the experimental values. Because the
thermocouples were discormected during the flashlamp firing, the fnst six minutes of
thermocouple data were lost in this case. Also, because the fiber probe was exposed to
flashlarnp light, it was overdriven and required several minutes to equilibrate with the
slab, again resulting in the loss of early time data. Because of this early-time loss of data,
the starting temperate for the flashlamps used in the calculation was obtained from
uncooled data using the projection approach discussed earlier (see Figure 6.7). Returning
once again to Figure 6.9, there is reasonably good agreement between the measured
temperature and the model prediction. At times less than 0.6 hours, there is at most a 20%
difference, with the model results being conservative. These differences are likely due to
slight dkcrepancies in the heat transfer coefficient as well as to inaccuracies in upstream
component effects on the cooling fluid. However, this generally good agreement gives us
cotildence in the cooling parameters associated with the cooling gas flow.

r31-L
Represents the uncertainty

/

in the cooling and upstream
,.’.
;?, cassette effects models

..;,

‘..
....>...

‘--’v.:....+>

.

.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 .

Time (hours)

Figure 6.9. Comparison of the calculated and measured flashlamp temperature for an AMF’LAB
ambient cooled recovery case. Measured values using both thermocouples and the tiber probe are
shown.

Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 address the issue of thermal contact at the slab edges. This is
particularly important since the measured edge cladding average starting temperature was
as large as 3“C, while the neighboring slab temperature is only roughly 0.65°C. This edge
effect was evidenced in the data of Figure 6.8. Without proper removal of this waste heat

.

from the edge cladding, this temperature difference can greatly contribute to the overall
slab distortions. Figure 6.10a depicts the geometry near the edges of the slab, where the
edge cladding is thermally coupled to the cassette frame and mask structure by

*
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conduction through tiln air gaps. Figure 6. 10b shows the initial temperature distribution
in the edge cladding and slab due to pumping and ASE absorption, calculated using the
absorption coefficient for 1.05-pm radiation. This geometry and initial temperature
condition were applied in two-dimensional heat transfer [6.7] simulations to determine
the appropriate value for the air-filled gap thermal resistance. Results are presented in
Figure 6.11, where the experimentally measured edge cladding temperature is compared
to numerical predictions for two values of the air gap resistance. These results indicate
that a gap conductance of 30 W/m2-K, which corresponds to a 1-mm-thick air gap, most
closely matches the experimental data. The higher conductance value corresponds to a
0.33-rnm thick air gap, and is clearly incorrect. It is important to note that from
examination of the assembly drawings of the thermal cassette components, the gap would
be projected to be from 0.5 to 1 mm thick, which is consistent with the thermal results.

(a)

A@

LIEir--
4oed ga~,

“.&mwp’ep@itiOn

\ Caaaette frame arrd m=ks
6 12

Diatmce, rmr

Figure 6.10. The geometry and edge cladding temperature profile used in the calculations to
quantify the air-tiled gap thermal impedance.

:1““-
,.oot__._—J

5 10 15 20

Time (minutes)

Figure6.11. Comparison of calculated and measured temperature at the mid-point of the side edge
cladding.
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Part of the purpose of developing two numerical models was for model validation
purposes. Figure 6,12 compares predicted average slab temperatures for both interior and
end slabs using the lumped-mass model and the fidl three-dimensional thermal model. In
this calculation set the starting slab temperature was specified as 0.65°C above ambient
for both slab types. Clearly there is excellent agreement between the two vastly different
models. This gives us good cotildence in the simple algebraic relationships that were
used to specifi the radiation exchange factors in the lumped-mass model, as well as the
cotildence in the Monte-Carlo calculations used to develop the exchange factors for the
3-D thermal model.
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Figure 6.12. Comparison of slab average temperature obtained using the two numerical models. Buth
interior and end slab conditions are given.

Figures 6.13 and 6.14 compare model results with experimentally measured slab
temperatures for two different cooling cycles. Figure 6.13 gives results for the ambient
cooled case for both the 34-mm- and 40-mm-thick slabs. In this instance, results from the
lumped-mass model are used since it properly accounts for the effect of upstream cassette
components. CIearly evident is the excellent agreement between model and experiment
after the fust hour of recovery. Also evident, however, is as much as a 20’ZOdifference
seen in the early stages of the recovery process. This early-time dkagreement has not
been resolved, with possible sources being incorrect values for the blastshield starting
temperature, incorrect blastshield and slab emissivities, or errors in the experimental data.
This discrepancy may be explored Ner in follow-on work.

An example of chilled-gas recovery is given in Figure 6.14. In this instance, the
cooling gas inlet temperature was reduced by 0.5°C for the first 2.6 hours of recovery,
followed by rewarming to ambient conditions. Figure 6.14b gives the comparison
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between model and experimental results. Again the agreement is excellent except for the
first hour of recovery. Also shown on this figure is the corresponding ambient cooled
model profile. It is seen that with a mere O.5°C reduction in the cooling fluid temperature,
recovery is decreased by as much as 2 hours. This enhancement is due to the nearly
doubling of the radiation exchange temperature difference during much of the recovery
cycle. Because of this enhancement, chilled-gas cooling is a baseline feature of the NIF
design.

1.2

, Mode I: 34mm thick slab 1
1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0 2 4 6 8

Time (hours)

Figure 6.13. Comparison of model predictions of the slab average temperature rise to AMPLAB
measured values. Results are given for buth 34mm thick and 40mm thick slabs.

To allow use of uncooled AMPLAB data, the lumped-mass model was extended to
accommodate stagnant cooling conditions. Natural convection coupling of energy from
the flashlaps to the blastshield and reflectors was incorporated. Because of the absence
of parasitic side-wall losses in the thermal model, this model adjustment is most accurate
for end-slab geometries where radiation horn the glass elements to the beamtube
structure is the primary system energy loss mechanism. Figure 6.15 gives a comparison
of model results to experimentally measured slab average temperatures for the amplifier
diamond configuration. The agreement is reasonably good during the entire recovery
cycle. Clearly evident, however, is stratification in the system due to the buoyautly driven
convection currents in the flashlamp and slab cavities, During the early stages of
recovery, there is a clear increase in temperature in going from the bottom aperture (“D”)
to the top aperture ~A”). This is likely to be primarily due to stratification in the
flashlamp cassettes, which leads to top-to-bottom variations in the blastshield
temperature.
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arrd a conservative assumption in which we apply the 3x multiplier discussed above.
Applying these assumptions, the predicted P-V slab distortion for the entire multipaased
bearnliie is 0.4& 0.2 waves after 7 hours, and 1.510.7 waves after 3 hours. It is clear
that with respect to a 7-hour recovery, there is adequate margin to feel cotident that slab
optical distortions will be acceptable at the end of the thermal recovery period. However,
for an accelerated shot-rate scenario, which requires recovery in three hours, the
conservative assumption-based estimates are marginal.

.Uk0.06 ‘ Aggressive assumptions

‘ / (lxtnulUpller) /

,, ------ ,-
----_.._____,-‘,:’

0.00 ,,,

1 2 3 45678

Time (hours)

Figurs 6.22. Predictions of the NIF slab distortions. Conservative and aggressive assumptions sre
epplied in OrdertObracket tbe problem. The NIF requirement of 0.04 wave#sIa b/pass (2.2 waves
P-V per beamline) is denoted on the figure.

6.6 Gas distortion wavefront recovery

When considering gas motion waveffont distortions, it is important to recognize that
these effects are distributed throughout the entire length of the laser system. Thus, where
there is atemperature irnbrdance to drive convective cuments, there will be a source of
distortion. Therefor, account must be taken of effects in the amplifier itself as well as in
the adjacent beamtubes. Because of the distributed nature of these distortions, scaling of
available experimental results from AlvPLAB and Beamlet becomes a critical aspect of
the exercise. This required detailed propagation studies of the full NIF optical train as
well as development of a projection model to relate AMPLAB and Bearnlet data to the
NIF system. A major goal of this effort was to provide a relationship between system
opticrd performance, from the standpoint of gas motion distortions, and system
temperatures, which are easily calculated and measured.

As a starting point, consider the gas motion optical dk.tortions measured in AMPLAB
and a projection of the NIF system requirements. The instantaneous gas distortions in
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AMPLAB were extracted from the same wavefront data used for the slab distortions. In
this instance, any one of the elements of the sets of 20 wavefronts can be subtracted horn
tie average of the set (see Figure 6.20). In this manner, the slab dktortions, which are
much lower order than the gas phase distortions are subtracted out. An example of a
resulting phase tlont is given in Figure 6.23. The rms values for the individual elements
of the sets are plotted in Figure 6.24 for an uncooled four-shot recovery case. Note that
the decay to the baseline value occurs in about eight hours in this instance,

Refer again to Figure 6.23, which is a picture of the gas-motion-induced phase noise
on tie AMPLAB beam ten hours after a shot with an rrns phase of 4.034 waves (data set
06 15D, cooling fans off). After comparing much dat~ this was considered representative
of the gas disturbance signature. For this analysis, two other snapshots of the 20
(randomly selected) were also included in the analysis. Figure 6.25 shows the power
spectral densi~ curves for the three measurements.
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Figure 6.23. Turbulence phase from AMPLAB measurement.

To consider the effect on NIF spot size due to this ph~e noise, the phase of each of
these disturbances was added separately to a simulated 1.05-prn NIF beam just entering
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the frequency converter (1-as, high-power puke). In actuality, of course, this noise
would be added in a distributed fashion in the amplifiers during the multiple NIF passes.
Since the specification considers only the 80% spot size, however, which is largely
dictated by long-scale aberrations that remain principally as phase in the well-relayed
NIF laser, it is largely irrelevant to the spot size whether such noise is added in a
disbibuted fashion along the beam paths or at the end of the chain. The files were also
low-pass frequency filtered at 100 Lrad before being added to the beam to simulate the
effect of pinholes (this made little difference to the results). The adaptive optic model in
PROP92 [6.8] was also applied against the beam after addition of the file, under the
aggressive assumption that the adaptive optic loop is fast enough to correct the air
turbulence. This correction made little difference to the spot size, however, due to the
fairly small scale lengths of the phase noise. Finally, a scaling factor was included to
scale the amplitude of the phase up and down horn the values in the AMPLAB
measurements.

0.20 !
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1. Individual RMS

c 1 S I + Average of individual RMS I
0.15;

I

i

-
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Figure 6.24. Rms values of the phase distortion for the individual wavefronts taken in each data set.
Also shown is the average of the 20 wavefronts in each set.
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To develop this relationship, we consider gas motion optical data taken on both
AMPLAB and Bearnlet. In Bemnlet data taken in 1996, it was observed that the focal
spot size correlated well with two temperature quantities: (1) an “internal” temperature
difference that most likely controls convective flows in the internal cavities in the

~plifier ch~n ~d (2) ~ “en@ temperature difference that likely controls convective
flow in the beamtubes. This is depicted in Figure 6.27. This same observation was noted
in AMPLAB datrq as shown in Figure 6.28. Again, the gas phase distortions correlate
well with the slab temperature rise, which in thk instance represents the “end”
temperature difference. This is appropriate since the AMPLAB configuration is only two
slabs long, and thus, is likely to be dominated by bearntube dktnrbsmces. The offset
problem at low temperature vahres is likely due to system effects outside the domain of
thermal recovery.

It must be emphasized that both the AMPLAB and Bearnlet gas distortion data are
integrated optical effects of their respective systems, individually providing little
information about scaling. The scahng link is provided through a simple construct model
that employs the available data to specify adjustable parameters. The goal of this model
construct is to relate system convection current driving temperature differences to a
system rms phase distortion, and then through Figure 6.26, to the added beam divergence.
The model is based on the premise that gas distortions can be separated into interior and
end contributions as depicted in Figure 6.29. Furthermore, from the observations noted
earlier, the distortions scale linearly with characteristic temperature differences. Thus we
may say that

@i= Ki ATi

@e= K, ATe
(6.1)

where $ is the local phase distortion, K is the proportionality constant, and AT is the
temperature difference. The “i” and “e” subscripts denote the interior and end regions
respectively. In Eq. (6. 1), we provide for different temperature differences in the interior
and end regions. For cases where the flaslrlamps are cooled with ambient temperature
gas, we expect the temperature differences to be equivalent after the first hour of
recovery. However, in an uncooled case, calculations and experimented data indicate that
there will be a equilibration of the interior temperatures at an elevated value, maintaihg
an end temperature dhTerence, In the application of Eq. (6.1), it is hypothesized that the
proportionality constants are the same for AMFLAB and the NIF, because the geometry
heights are the same, but different for Bearnlet. In Bearnlet, the amplifier cavities are two
slabs tall. Thus, we stipulate that

Ki = Ki,n = Ki,a= ~
D

(6.2)
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where the additional subscripts n“ “, “a”, and “b” are used to denote NIF, AMPLAB, and
Bearnlet respectively. The ~ factor is used to account for the Bearnlet scaling differences.
For example, a ~ factor of 0.5 assumes that the NIF system is twice as sensitive to
temperature differences as the Beamlet system, which has been previously assumed.
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Figure 6.27. Temperature correlation observed in the Beamlet focal spot data (a) correlation with an

end-cavity driving temperature difference-the difference between the slab temperature and
ambient (the bsamtube) temperature and (b) correlation with an interior-cavity driving temperature
differencetbe difference between the vertical surface temperatures (average temperature of laser
slabs and blastshields) and the top reflector temperature.
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Figure 6.2S. Temperature correlation observed in the AMFLAS gas distortion data.
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Figure 6.29. A depiction of the two rsgion types incorporated in the simple gas-distortion-scaling

model. AMPLAB consisted of 1 interior and 2 end regions. TheNIFmainamplifierconsistsof9
interiorand 2 end regions.

Given these assumptions, model equations were constructed for the total system
optical distortion, assuming the proper coherent and incoherent additions. Measured
AMPLAB and Bearrdet distortions were then used to extract the model constants.

For AMPLAB, which was two slabs long and double passed, a single interior region
was present in addition to the two end regions. The model equation for the system phase
dktortion (0), accounting incoherent and coherent contributions in the end and interior
regions, is

@l=@yr,+(2”0rt,a

End regions In-ty

(6.3)

In Eq. (6.3), the factor of 2 multiplier inside the parenthesis accounts for the 2 pass
coherent addhion, while multipliers outside the parenthesis account for incoherent
addition of multiple regions. Substituting Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) into Eq. (6.3)

@ =8 K~(ATe,,)2 +4 Kf(ATi,.)2

(6.4)

For Beamlet, which employed a 11 slab long 4 pass main amplifier and a 5 slab long
single pass power amplifier, the model construct is

‘i ‘2(4~e,b~+10(4”’$i,b~ + 2(Oc,b)2+ 4($i,b~
,—— —

Main Amp. MainAmp. PowerAmp. PowerAmp.
end regions interior reg. end regions interior reg.

= 34. ~’ .K:(ATe,b)2 +164~2 Kf(AT,b)2

(6.5)

The NIF system employs an 11 slab long 4 pass main amplifier, and a 5 slab long
double passed power amplifier. In thk instance the construct is

O; ‘2(4~~,~)2,+10(4$ i,~)2+ Z(2~~,*)~ +4(2~i,~)\
~—

Main Amp. Main Amp. Power Amp. Power Amp.
end regions interior reg. end regions interior reg.

(6.6)
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Remaining as parameters in these equations, besides temperature differences are the
region temperature correlation parameters, & and Ki, and the height scaling parameter 13.

To extract values for the temperature correlation parameters, a single set of Beru-det and
AMPLAB data was employed so that Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) could be simultaneously solved
for the parameter values. The data employed follows:

[ ATi,~= 0.5 C
Bearnlet: { AT,,, = 3.5 C

[ cI%= 0.248 waves
(6.7)

( ATi,O= 0.5 C
AMF’LAB: { AT,,. = 3.5 C

[ 0== 0.102 waves
(6.8)

The Bearrdet data consists of measured system optical distortion and measured
temperature differences, taken on 02/07/97 (shot number B7020721). On this particular
Bearnlet sequence, the flaahlamps were fired twice with the data taken approximately
5 hours after the first system shot. The AMPLAB optical distortion data was from the
06/12/98 4-shot data set, and selected at a time that produced an end temperature
difference (AT,) equivalent to the Bearnlet data. This 4-shot uncooled case was selected
because of the enhanced signal resulting from the hotter temperature state, as well as the
elimination of spurious gas motion disturbances that would be present if the cooling fans
were engaged. Since thermocouples were not in place for this particular data set, the
temperatures were obtained using the lumped-mass model. The value ATi given in

Eq, (6.8) is a slight adjustment from the calculated value, and was required to get a
solution from the coupled equations. It is likely fortuitous that it is equivalent to the
Bearnlet data set vsdue. Further details of the model, and values for the temperature
correlation parameters are given in Ref. 6.9. One observation, addressed in detail in
Ref. 6.9, is that the mathematical result of a ~ factor of 0.5 is a heavier weighting of
interior regions that with a ~ factor of unity is applied.

Results of the model, as applied to AMPLAB measured distortions are given in
Figures 6.30 and 6.31. The comesponding temperature predictions from the lump-mass
model are given in Figure 6.32. Consider first Figure 6.30, which is for passive flashlarnp
cooling (temperatures given in Figure 6.32a). Results agree equally well for ~ factors of
0.5 and 1.0. Refernng to Figure 6.32a, note the long decay time for the passive flashlarnp
cooling case. Thk demonstrates the importance of flrsshlarnpcooling on amplifier thermal
recovery. The origin of the “dip” in the ~ = 0.5 curve at 1.5 hours is seen in the Figure
6.32a temperatures. As mentioned earlier, the interior cavities are weighted heavier with
this value of ~ than with a value of unity. The observed behavior is due to the crossover
of the blastshield and slab temperatures, which form the interior cavity temperature
difference.
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Figure 6.30. Comparison of projection model predictions to the AMPLAB data for passive flashlamp
cooling. Buth height scaled and unscaled predictions are given.
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Figure 6.31. Comparison of projection model results to AMPLAB data for active flashlamp cooling.
Predictions are presented for both the height scaled and unscaled cases. The corrected AMPLAB
data attempts to correct for cooling system effects caused by the leaky blastshields.
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Consider now Figure 6.31, which is for active flashlamp cooling with ambient
temperature gas. In this instance, the phase distortion data is corrected to account for
system effects due to the leaky blastshield seals, and it is likely to not be as accurate as
for the uncooled case. The correction consisted of a root-sum-squared (rss) subtraction of
the gas system component that was quantified from baseline data with fans both on and
off. It is important to note that the agreement is much better for a ~ factor of 1.0, which
assumes no height scaling differences between Bearnlet and AMPLAB, than for a ~ value
of 0.5.

With model constants now determined, Eq. (6.6) was employed to project system
phase distortions for the NIF, focusing on the 0.1 wave rrns limit established through the
system propagation studies (see Figure 6.26). The calculated NIF system temperatures
are given in Figure 6.33 for both ambient gas cooling and chilled gas cooling. The
corresponding gas distortions, as extracted using Eq. (6.6) are given in Figure 6.34..
Consider first Figure 6.33, which gives predicted slab temperatures. The chilled-gas
cooling cycle employed 1‘C chilled gas for 2.5 hours, followed by immediate warming to
ambient. ‘fhk clearly shows from the temperature profiles the potential to achieve the 3-
hour recovery required for the accelerated shot rate scenario.

.-. Ambient:

0.6 -

0.4 -

0.2 -

-“---- ------- . . . . . . . -----
0.0 . 2

0 2 4 6 6

Time (hours)

Figure 6.33. Calculated slab temperatures for the NIF amplifiers for the cases of ambient and chilled
gas cooling. Predictions are given for both the interior and end slabs.

Now consider Figure 6.34. In spite of the good agreement in the AMPLAB data with
a ~ factor of 0.5, both ~ values are employed in an effort to bound the problem. We
denote the ~ = 0.5 line as conservative, and the (3= 1 line as aggressive. The NIF gas
distortion limit of 0.1 waves rrns, which was based on a NIF system propagation
calculation, is noted on the figure. These results indicate some uncertainty at achieving
the NIF distortion limit in 7 hours if the conservative assumptions are employed. Finally,
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it appears possible to achieve the required distortion level with chilled-gas cooling three
hours after the start of recovery. The predcted addition to the till 80% divergence angle
for the entire chain is 0.9* 0.4 prad afler 7 hours, and 3.3 * 1.7 prad after 3 hours, Note
that chilled-gas cooling is a recovery option that is incorporated into the NIF cooling
system design. However, chilled-gas recovery has not been optically validated. Only
temperature measurements were made on the AMPLAB chilled-gas tests.

It is important to remember that this scaling model is rather crude and likely to be
prone to significant inaccuracy. Thus, the absolute limits of these model bounds are very
uncertain and would require additional experimental data to resolve.

0.8> 1

0.0

0.7
i

U Acnblerct cooling

d
“fl

Conservative (p= 0.5) 1
h z 4 6 8

Time (hours)

Figure 6.34. Predicted gas distortion phace distmlmnccs in NIF for ambient and chilled gas cooling.
.@IWSi+’e and Comem’ativeassumptions are used to hrsckct the problem.

6.7 Summary and conclusions for thermal wsvefront recovery

ICIthis chapter we have described the NIF thermal recovery mechanisms and criteri%
described the numerical models and experiments that have been used to quanti~ thermal
recovery, and predicted the thermal performance of the NIF amplifiers. Baaed on the
assumptions documented in the dkcussion, the following conclusions are drawn.

1. Residual thermal distortions in the slabs will be reduced to acceptable levels –
in about four hours. Model results indicate that there is adequate margin for
the 7-hour recovery case, but that results based on conservative assumptions
indicate that the optical state may be marginal after 3-hours of recovery.

2. Gas-motion-induced distortions in the amplifier will meet NIF specification
within, at most, eight hours, using ambient cooling gas. Slightly chilled gas
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cooling can be used to accelerate the recovery rate to meet the NIF
requirements. Model results indicate that modest chilling of the cooling gas
has the potential to meet the 3-hour recovery requirement for the accelerated
shot-rate scenario.

3. It is important to remember that chilled-gas recovery has not been optically
validated. Temperatures were measured on AMPLAB tests, but the
corresponding optical measurements were not made to provide concrete
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7. Implications for NIF Performance

The implications of AMPLAB gain files for NIF performance predictions were
considered for the two cases of(1) measured AMPLAB gains and (2) predicted
AMPLAB gains (per the 3-D ray trace code), assuming higher reflectivity reflectors than
actually used. As these cases have slightly differing gains and gain roll-offs, they require
different front-end energies and injection-pulse spatial shapes to compensate for the gain.
These results show that for the NW13Tmission of the NIF, the output energy
requirement of the regenerative amplifier in the front end is approximately two times
higher for the measured (poorer reflectivity) case than for the calculated, high-reflectivity
case: 3.0 vs 1.6 mJ. These are within the regen output capability of-1 OmJ. At injection
to the main cavity, these numbers become 1.1 and 0.87 J. Thk may imply the range over
which the NIF may need to perform if the reflectors in that system start out with high
reflectivity, but degrade with age. No other dktinguishing differences were found
between these cases for NIF system performance.

Analysis

These cases were studied using a PROP92 model of the NIF. This model was similar
to that used in other studies [7.1], except that all aberrations (such as optics finishing)
were eliminated to simplifi analysis. It also assumed that the NIF was composed of
AMPLAB slabs, which are 1 mm thinner than NIF slabs. The simulation represents the
NWET mission of the NIF (13 ns, temporally flat), as thk is the mission which causes
the greatest amplifier saturation, and, hence, the greatest stress on the front-end
requirements. The simulation includes the effect of beam vignetting. It also assumed a
50/50 mix of LG-750 (LHG8) and LG-770 by decreasing the gain coefficients in these
tiles (which were all LG-770) by 6.6% for LG-750 [7.2].

The spatial shape of the front-end beam is driven both by the gain spatial shape

and also by the output beam flatness. The latter effect deserves some discussion. The

front-end injection beam shapes in this analysis were determined by running the code in
the small-signal regime with a spatially flat input beam, and then inverting the output

beam (and applying appropriate anodization). TMs results in an injection beam shape

that gives a spatially flat beam at low-output fluences (no saturation). TMs simple

approach hm been used in past NIF simulations. It allows the same spatial beam shaper
to be assumed for all NIF missions (saturating and nonsaturating). For highly saturated
cases, like that studied here, however, the lower gain at the edges of the amplifier causes
the edges to droop -12 to 17% relative to the beam center on output. This is showo in
Figures 7.1 and 7.2.
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Correcting for thk droop to better till the aperture is not a compelling need and may
not be feasible. When phase noise is added to the beam, the resulting modulation is
significantly hrrger (-30 to 400/o)than the 12 to 170/ohere, and so the roil-off is less

aPpment. consequently, bringing all PtiS of the aperture up to equal risk of optics
damage by high fluences is driven more by the uniformity of the aberrations on the beam
than the gain roll-off. The difficulty in removing this droop lies in the highly saturated
regime in which we are running for the NWET pulse. The edges of the injection beam
need to be increased much more than 12’%0,relative to the center of the beam, to correct
for this droop. Indeed, trial efforts to increase this flatness have shown that a factor of
two increase may be necessary. As it is the edges of the injection beam that dictate the
output requirements of the regenerative amplifier (as will be dkcussed below), there may
not be enough energy available from the regen to create a perfectly flat output beam for
the NWET mission. In addition, an input spatial shape that created a flat output beam in
this saturated case would create a very nonuniform output beam in the nonsaturating SSP
mission. (For example, the factor of two increase referenced above would print through
to the output beam, resulting in a 2:1 edge-to-center ratio there, which would be
unacceptable from damage constraints.) So an effort to create a flatter beam for the
NWET mission than described here would generate the need for different spatial shaping
masks for the other missions.

The front-end beams for the two cases are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. This is the
beam leaving the regenerative amplifier and tier spatial shaping (gain compensation and
edge apodkation). For the case of the measured gains, the fluences at the edge and center
of the beam are approximately 8.2e-5 and 0.8e-5 J/cm2, giving a 10:1 spatird contrast
ratio. For the calculated gains, these numbers are 4.5e-5, and 0.6e-5 J/cm2, giving an 8:1
contmst ratio. This agrees with analysis of the gain files indkidually, which show greater
roll-off and lower average gain for the measured case (see Table 7.1).

The output energy requirement from the regenerative amplifier is driven by this pulse
spatial shape in a way represented in Figure 7.5. As indicated there, the regen energy is
derived from the fluences at the edges of the beam, rather than the center. (Hence, as
discussed above, increasing the edges relative to the center is costly.) It is also useful to
envision the spatially shaped beam as being cut out from a spatially flat-topped, square
beam, which is, in turn, cut out from the Gaussian regen beam. Thk flat-topped beam has
a fluence equal to the peak fluence at the edge of the spatially shaped beam, so one is
“carving out” the center of this flat-topped pulse to do the final spatial shaping. (Thk is
also shown in Figure 7.5.) The maximum efficiency with which thk flat-topped beam can
be extracted from a Gaussian beam is approximately 25’%.. Using this, with the peak
fluences of 8.2e-5 and 4.5e-5 given above, and a beam area of 9 cm2, we can calculate the
regen output energies for the two cases. These are 3.0 and 1.6 rnJ, respectively, for the
measured and calculated gain cases. This is whhii the nominal operating capability of the
regen ( 10 rnJ). The energy in the shaped beams entering the main cavity for each case is
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1.1 and 0.87 J, respectively. Again, these numbers are within the nominal output
capability of the four-pass rod amplifier. The fact that an approximately factor-of-two
difference in the regen output becomes only a factor of 25% difference in the four-pass
outputs is due to the difference in gain shapes mentioned above: the measured slabs have
more roll-off and lower gain, but the difference in roll-off (which more strongly effects the
regen output) is larger than the difference in average gain (which more strongly effects the
four-pass rod).

This range in regen output energies is thought to represent a change in the reflectivity
of the flashlamp reflectors in NIF. In some sense, then, it may represent a performance
range if the NIF reflectors are expected to start out with high reflectivity, and then
degrade over time.

Table 7.1. Peak-to-edge roll-off and average gain coefficient for the six types of LG-770 slabs,
as well as the chain average (including vignetting). (The term “Rotter-avg” refers to a five
subaperture method of calculating average gain given in [7.21 to simulate vignetting.)

enegeticsforttrea cases
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8. Discussion and Recommendations

8.1. Gain and gain uniformity

A model has been developed for calculating silver reflectance as a function of
wavelength, angle of incidence, and polarization, which requires only normal incidence
reflectance measurements for determining the thickness and refractive index of silver
tarnishing. We plan to use this silver reflectance model to improve the accuracy of the 3D
ray-trace gain modeling. A&r this has been done, and the model has been verified by
modeling AMPLAB gain measurements, we recommend that action items proposed by
Emmett et al [8.1] be undertaken to resolve amplifier gain issues. These
recommendations, in slightly revised form, are:

. Thoroughly review and validate the methodology of the 3D-gain code. Run tests to
bracket the effect of physics letl out of the model, such as polarization tracking and
flashlamp energy recycling.

● Determine the NIF amplifier gain and gain profiles as a function of lamp loading and
glass type.

● Evahrate whether any simple modifications of NIF amplifier operation (e.g.,
differential loading of flashlamps) can increase focusable beam energy by either
changes in gain profile or thermal distortion profile.

● Evrduate issues associated with various mixtures of glass type in the amplifier and/or
amplifier chain, with the actual glass parameters as measured from pilot production
material.

. Veri@ feasibility of protected silver by performing lifetime tests on a side-flashlsanp-
array reflector with deep involutes,

8.2. Prompt laser slab distortion

The predicted prompt pump-induced wavefiont distortion for a NIF beamline is about 5.5
waves, P-V, over the -35.6- x 35.6-cm aperture size correspondhg to sOO/o beam
htenshy. The 5.5 waves is about three times greater than the 1.7 waves of prompt pump-
induced wavefiont dktortion measured on the Beamlet laser. Our analyses show that the
AMPLAB and Beamlet results are consistent when differences in beam area, beamline
architecture (NIF’s has an additional pass through the booster amplifier), pump-cavity
design, and measurement uncertainties are taken into account. However, the current
model for prompt pump-induced wavefront distortion uses many approximations and
empirically treats heating by infrared and ultraviolet sources.

In light of these observations, our recommended action items are:
. Modlfi the 3D ray-trace model so that it accurately predicts slab thermrd loruing,

expressly taking into account infrared and ultraviolet sources. The measured
temperature rise and small-signal gain should be used to normalize the code.
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Model the prompt pump-induced wavefront distortion (and gain) with the flashlamp
energy in the central arrays increased and the flashlarnp energy in the side arrays
decreased, so that pumping rates of the two different types of arrays are better
balanced.
It is conceivable that the wavefront measurements made in AMPLAB could have
been irrtluenced by flsshlarnp pumping of the large mirrors used to direct the probe
laser beam through the amplifier. Therefore, the pump-induced distortion of the
mirrors should be accurately modeled using the improved 3D ray-trace code.
The predicted slab thermal distortion seven hours after a shot is 0.4 + 0.25 waves, less
than-one-thkd the value allowed by the requirements. Thus, the sum of the predicted
prompt pump-induced and slab thermal dktortions (5.5 + 0.4= 5.9) is 20% greater
than the sum of the prompt and thermal requirements (2.7 waves+ 2.2 waves= 4.9
waves). The NIF’s wavefront correction system appears to have stilcient margin to
correct for this modest increase in overall dk.tortion. We recommend that the
requirements for prompt and thermal distortions be balanced to match our
performance predictions.

8.3. Long-term thermal distortion

The predicted long-term slab and gas distortions seven hours after the shot meet the
current requirements with large margins, provided the flashlarnps are cooled with slightly
chilled (1“C) gas. Three hours after the shot, however, the predicted long-term slab and
gas distortions barely meet the NIF wavefront criteria. There appears to be leverage for
reducing performance risk after three hours, by:
● Cooling the flashlamps with gas that is more than l°C below ambient, to accelerate

recovery of the average slab temperature aod to reduce gas distortion.
. Better bahmcing the central and side flashknnp arrays to reduce prompt pump-

induced wavefront distortion, so that more deformable mirror stroke can be allocated
for correcting long-term slab dk.tortion. Accelerating the recovery of the slab
dktortion would require significant and expensive design changes, such as
implementing edge-claddlng cooling.
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Appendix A

—

Calculation of Slab Temperature Rise Due to
Absorption of 400-to 1000-nm Pump Light

In general, the distribution of thermal power deposited in the laser slab by flashlarnp
pump light, Q, is an arbitrary function of position and time. For purposes of this model,
however, we have assumed a separable source function, i.e.,

Q(x,y,zJ) = A s(x)[go(y)flz) + gh(y)f(h-Z)]U(t) + Qec, (Al)

where x and y are vertical and horizontal coordinates in the plan of the slab, respectively;
z is the coordinate running through the tilckness of the slab; h is the Wlckness of the slab;
s(x) denotes the vertical variation of the pump protile, which is assumed to be unity for
both the front and back surfaces of the sla~ go (y) and gh (y) denote the horizontal
variation of the pump profile at z = O (the front surface of the laser slab) and x = h (the
back surface), respectively; f(z) denotes the pump profile through the thickness of the
slab; u(t) denotes the time dependence of the heat deposition, A is a constant multiplie~
and Q.. is the thermal source term for the edge cladding. Each of these terms is discussed
below.

In the multisegment amplifiers envisioned for use in the NIF, the flashlarnps are
oriented vertically, and there are silver-coated metal reflectors at the top and bottom of
the pump cavity. These features are indicative of the verdcrd symmetry that minimizes
variations in pump light fluence in the vertical direction and allows us to approximate the
function s(x) with a constant. In reality, the reflectors are not perfect, and so there is a
-1–2Y0 roll-off in pump light at the top and bottom of the pump cavity. Thk roll-off
could have a small effect on pump-induced wavefront distortion, as noted below.

We used a 2D+ ray-trace code called Arnpmodel [5.5] to calculate the pump light
distributions across the long, horizontal dimension of the laser slab. Although Ampmodel
performs ray-tracing in the horizontal plane, the horizontal pump-light distributions
predicted with Ampmodel are very close to distributions predicted with the 3D ray-trace
code described in Section 3. Figure A. 1 shows pump light distributions calculated with
Arnpmodel for the NIF prototype amplifier in the two-slab-long diamond contlguration.
These distributions were used by TOPAZ3D for the functions go(y) and gh(y). Linear
interpolation was used to determine go(y) and gh(y) for arbitrmy values of y.

The thermal energy deposition through the thickness of the slab was calculated using
the LLNL Xe flashlarnp model [Al]. This model calculates the spectrally integrated Nd-
pmnping rate for different slab thickness, Nd-doping concentrations, and flashlarnp input
powers. The calculated profile calculated with Arnplab input pamrneterswas
approximated with the double exponential function

f(z) = e-p]’+ c e-pzz, (A.2)
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where pl, p2, and c are the tit coefficients. Over the range of explosion fractions
considered (0.2 to 0.23), the values of ~], and vz are insensitive to explosion fraction.

A plot of the energy deposition profile and the corresponding fit is shown in Figure A.2.
The deposition profile was slightly skewed away from the surface, however, as the

calculation was performed using normal-incidence rays. Thk uncertainty is accounted for
by normalizing the predictions to measurements, by adjusting the constant, A.
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To describe the temporal behavior of the pump pulse, we use an analytic expression
for u(f). We first need to describe the temporal behavior of the electrical input power to
the lamp. Since the flashlarnp is a nonlinear circuit element, the actual pulse shape is
described by a nonlinear differential equation [A.2]. We have found, however, that an
excellent approximation to the shape is given by the function

p(t) = tExp[-(t-a)2/#] , (A.3)

where a and 7 are tit parameters. A plot of the electrical input power as determined from

a numerical integration of the circuit equation and the approximation given by Eq. (A.3)
is shown in Figure A.3. The optical output power, u(t), may be calculated using the non-
linear equation

dtidt = [q(u)p(t) - r4(r)]t7R , (A.4)

where q(u) is the instantaneous radiant efficiency of the flashlarnp (corrected for arc-
expansion effects), and 7R is radiative recombination time of the plasma (approx. 30 Ls)
[A.4]. We have found, however, that ~(u) can be accurately approximated by the
expression

q(u) = .653 +2.33x1047,0, (200 <~,rl<500KS0.15 < fx < 0.25) (A.5)

where 710is the full-width, tenth-max time of the electrical input power pulse. In Figure
A.4 we show the comparison between the numerical solution to Eq. (A.4) (with q(u) as
given by Ref. 7) and the solution using the approximation given by Eq. (A.5). We see
that over the time range specified, the agreement is quite good. Using Eqs. (A.3>
(A.5), an analytic expression for u(t) maybe obtained.
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Figure A.3. Measured electrical input power to lamp (—) and fit (---).
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The scale factor, A in Eq. (A. 1), was adjusted to give good agreement between
predicted and measured prompt pump-induced wavefront distributions. After A had been
determined from measurements made in AMPLAB, the same vahre of A was used for
predicting the performance of the NIF amplifiers.

The term Q=, which represents the heat deposited in the edge claddings, was
calculated using

Qec= Qewump + QW,ASE , (A.6)

where Q.,,p.~prepresents the heat deposited into the edge claddmgs by flashlamp pump
light and Q=As~ represents the heat deposited into the edge claddings by the ASE. The
source term is broken up in such a manner because the time dependence of the two parts
is different. For Q~,p.~P,the time dependence was assumed to be u(t), as described
above. The term QW,ASE was calculated using

Qec~sEcc o(t)pre-~, (A.7)

where ~ is the edge-cladding absorption coefficient at 1.053 pm, r is the fluence of the
incident ASE, and $(t) gives the time dependence of the incident ASE. Atler determining
the time dependent stored energy density p(t) using the bulk gain model [A.3], we
calculated $(t) using the expression

Q(t) = p(t) [ a + b{Exp[p(t)] -1 }], (A.8)

where a and b are constants. See reference A.4 for the derivation.
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At present, we do not have an accurate ab initio calculation of the ASE fluence on the
edge claddhg. However, based on measurements with the Beamlet laser, we estimate a
fluence of 4 J/cmz for ASE and another 2.5 Jlcm2 due to the pump light.

Equations (A.l~A.8) are used in TOPA.Z3D to determine the temperature
distribution in the laser slab. Due to the shortness of the pump pulse (a few hundred
~sec), adiabatic boundary conditions are used on all faces of the slab.
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